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B oard o f Trustees approves ’93 budget proposal
by

Matt Stuehler

The MSC Board of Trustees has voted to
approve the 1993 Budget Request which, if
approved by Governor James Florio, will
provide MSC with almost $65 million for
the 1993 academic year, a five million dollar
increase from last year.
The administration does not have plans
to raise tuition beyond the fixed tuition
increase of $ 1.00 per student credit hour,
said Vice President Tom Auch of Adminis
tration and Finance. This increase is part of
the plan to help finance the $30 million
Facilities Master Plan, which encompasses
the new traffic routing, and the construction
of a new access road, the new classroom
building in Lot 13 and expansions to the
Library, dance, music and fine arts facilities.
However, Auch said that the tuition increase
is dependent on the state’s response to the
budget proposal.
“Now’s the time we can afford to be
optimistic. Later on, when they talk about
revenue not coming in to the State, and
they’re going to have to raise taxes in order
to fund things, they aren’t going to want to
talk about more dollars,” Auch said.
According to President Irvin Reid, in his
message to the Board of Trustees, the 1993
budget request “is intended to restore fund
ing to levels prior to the current fiscal crisis.
Projects begun in ‘91 or ‘92 will be contin
ued or modified as needed to support the
comprehensive nature of the institution and
more fully implement the programs out
lined in the vision statement.”

Decrease in
full-time
freshmen

The largest portion of the requested $5
million increase is earmarked for the reno
vation and maintenance of existing facilities
and equipment. The state’s recession has
severely reduced the funds available for the
upkeep of the buildings on campus and the
maintenance of equipment in previous years;
consequently much of the equipment is ob
solete and inadequate to meet instructional
needs. Accordingly, $1 million is requested
to restore the equipment to state of the art
and $1.5 million to renovate and maintain
existing facilities.
The President’s “vision statement” re
fers to the broad program of improvement in
five specific areas on campus; a program of
Global education, a distinctive and innova
tive new student experience, an academi
cally strong, selective honors program, a
computerization of the curriculum and cam
pus life and the development of nationally
recognized graduate studies program. Most
of the remaining portion of the $5 million
increase will be devoted to the implementa
tion of these programs.
Under the guidelines of the new budget
request, $250,000 is being allocated to imple
ment a major expansion of academic and
developmental services to new MSC stu
dents, including freshman, transfer and older
returning students. This program includes
orientation, advising, counseling, tutoring,
campus activities and Residence Life. The
focus of these efforts will be an Academic
Success Center, where students can receive
information and support for virtually all
college-related questions andproblems. The
program will particularly address the needs
of MSC’s diverse student population, ac
cording to Reid. “We are justifiably proud
of the diversity of our campus population
and committed to providing them with a
new student program designed to ensure
survival and success.”

F Y *91
A c tu a l

Ite m

F Y ‘92
E s tim a te d

FY ‘9 3 1
R e q u e s te d !

Education & Gen. Rev.
State Approp. to Institution
Other State & Gov. Approp.
Investment Income
Student Tuition
Student Fees
Gifts & bequests
Other sources

34,179,000
0
1,623,000
17,904,000
2,526,000
0
1,774,000

36,637,000
452,000
1,200,000
17,959,000
2,999,000
0
643,000

43,027,000
0
1,000,000
17,959,000
2,999,000
0
0

Total Education & Gen Rev.

58,006,000

59,890,000

64,985,000

Education & Gen. Exp.
Instruction
Research
Academic Support
Public Service
Student Services
Institutional Support
Operations & Maint, of Plant
Student Fin. Aid & Scholarships

25,136,000
240,000
7,138,000
1,677,000
5,767,000
10,444,000
6,143,000
964,000

27,791,000
120,000
6,446,000
2,279,000
5,805,000
10,378,000
6,073,000
998,000

29,886,000
120,000
6,844,000
2,350,000
6,234,000
10,696,000
7,857,000
998.000

Total Education & Gen. Exp.

57,409,000

59,890,000

64,985,000

597.<mn

0

J Net Increase

The President’s Budget Message also
included the allocation of $250,000 to the
several programs, including Graduate Stud
ies and the Honors program. These funds, if
approved by the state, will also go to in
creasing staff support to enhance minority
enrollments in these ares, providing indi
vidualized counseling and special
multicultural campus wide programs and
costs associated with program accredita
tion. Currently under proposal is the cre
ation of new Master’s programs in Music
Therapy, Applied Linguistics and Fine Arts.
An additional allocation is being re
quested for the Library, which will receive
$200,000 to acquire new books, periodi
cals, and materials. There is also a request
for $100,000 to allow MSC to begin a solid

1

waste recycling program according to Reid.
“As the environment becomes more pol
luted, it is becoming more critical that this
program be addressed,” he said.
In response to the large number of fac
ulty vacancies and the large number of classes
taught by part-time and full-time adjuncts,
Auch said, “About 20% of our courses are
taught by adjuncts. This is not a growing
number. There is some strength in having
adjuncts because they bring a wealth of
experience from business and industry, and
that is sometimes very valuable. We think
that this is a good balance to have.” Several
departments, however, have a much higher

Please turn to page 6

by Tara Mulligan
The number of full-time/first-time fresh
men enrolled at MSC has dropped 30 per
cent since the fall of 1989 because fewer
graduating high school seniors are meeting
the college’s qualifications, administration
officials said this week.
However, Director of Admissions Alan
Buechler said that this is related more to the
climate of high school education than the
college’s changing standards.
According to the Office of Institutional
Research, MSC currently has about 909
freshmen students as opposed to 1,307 in the
fall of 1989.
Dean of Students Edward Martin said
that MSC has fewer freshmen because "fewer
students met the qualifications to be ac
cepted.”
Please turn to page 5
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#O f

E nrolled

m m

Applications
Fall ‘86
Fall ‘87
F a ll‘88
F a ll‘89
Fall ‘90
Average

6273
6441
6775
6593
5928
6402 .

Fall «91

5400

Difference

-15.7%

#EnroiIed

Accepts
3268
3287
3181
: 3104
: 2720
3112

Accepted

Enrolled

Accepted

1196
1306
1185
1307 • •
1077
1214

52%
51%
47%
47%
45.8%
48.6%

19%
20%
17.5%
19.8%
181%
18.8%

36.5
39.7
37.3
42.1
39.6
39.0

2300

909

42,5%

16.8%

39.5

-26.1%

-25.2%

-6%

-2%

+.4

!
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W o r ld N e w s
Compiled by T.S. Lawton from The New York Times, The Herald
News, The Star Ledger, The Record and CNN.
IN T E R N A T IO N A L
In the S o v iet U n io n , Ar
m enia declared in d ep en d en ce
le a v in g o n ly th e R u ssian F ed 
eration,
K azakhstan
and
Turkmenia. Armenia and Azerbaijan
made progress on the d isp uted
Ngarno Kharbakh region, an Azerb
controlled Armenian Enclave. Armed
activist refused to leave a Georgian
TV. station and Tadzhikistan regained
a communist leader.
Ir a q i soldiers detained U.N. offi
c i a l s for m ore than 12 hours
in B a g h d a d . T hey also confiscated
d o c u m e n ts t h a t a p p a r e n tly s h o w
Ira q d e v e lo p in g N u c le a r w e ap o n s.
T he d o c u m e n ts w e re fo u n d in a su r
p r i s e s e a r c h b y th e in s p e c to r s .
P resid en t B ush sp ea k in g to th e U.N .
G en eral A ssem b ly said "W e ca n n o t
co m p ro m ise on d e m a n d s th at Iraq
d e s tro y its n u c le a r w e ap o n s. B u sh
has set n o d e a d lin e for Iraq to com p ly .

A Yugoslav cease fire was tested
b y skirm ishes betw een Croatian
Militia and Federal troops. S erbian
officials a re p re ssin g C ro a tia fo r an
a g re e m e n t th a t w ill allo w it to an nex
reg io n s o f th e rep u b lic. M o rta r a n d
tan k sh ellin g w e re re p o rte d a ro u n d
V u k o v ar a C ro a tia n to w n n e a r th e
S erbian b o rd er.
Y asser Arafat rejected Israeli con
d itio n s for peace talks. A rafat is u n 
d e r p re ssu re from P.L.O. m em b ers
not to g iv e in to Israeli c o n d itio n s th a t
w o u ld b a r P.L.O. T he F atah w a n t
A rafat to co m p ro m ise as to n o t ru in
th e u n p re c e d e n te d ch a n c e to re c
reate a P alestin ian ho m elan d .

R E G IO N A L

N A T IO N A L

N ew Jersey T ransits $207
After record warm weather last
m
illio
n upgrade o f its 230
w eek the nation is now gripped by
record cold. Low temperature records i Arrow-3 s e lf p ro p elled rail
were largely tied in the Northeast; cars is at le a st six m on ths
but records tumbled in the Westj behind schedule. The transit au
and Cornbelt. Burns, Oregon, re-j thority tested eight revamped cars
corded 23 degrees Monday mom-; and found acceleration and break
ing and many parts of the Midwest; j ing problems. Once the problems
had snow and the earliest frost late;1 are corrected it is expected to take
two years to rebuild the remaining
last week.
Five guards were held hostage by cars. Arrow 3's are the bulk of N.J.
prisoners in a Montana jail. They ; Transits 700 rail cars.
Professor Leonard Jeffries is be
were freed unharmed by a tactical
ginning
a class in African American
team that stormed the maximum se
studies
at
a Baptist church in Passaic.
curity cell block. The cell block was |
ransacked and fires started. Five in Jeffries' teach in g s b lam e Jew s for th e
mates were killed. How they died is A m eric an slav e tra d e a n d th e d e n i
still unknown. The situation lasted g ra tio n o f b lack s in th e m ovies.
The New Jersey State division of
about four hours.
Senate Intelligence committee motor vehicles director Skip Lee said
chairman, David Boren, said Sunday the DMV hopes to "get everyone in
that Robert Gates, the C.I.A. director sured." D M V w ill h a v e a n ew com 
nominee, had given satisfactory an p u te riz e d sy stem com e D ecem b er th a t
swers about his role in the Iran- w ill p ro w l for u n in s u re d m o torists.
Contra Affair. It's "a little early to T he sy stem is said to b e ab le to id e n 
tell" if Gates will be confirmed but he tify p e o p le w h o m iss a n in su ra n c e
has "made a very positive impres p re m iu m p ay m en t. T herefo re th e p o 
sion" said Boren on NBC's M eet lice w ill h av e th e aid o f th e D M V in
T he P ress.

TheU.S. Olympic Basketball team
w a s revealed Saturday. The U.S. is
n ow allo w ed to u s e p ro fessio n als b e
cause o th er co u n trie s u s e d lo o p h o les
in th e w a y th a t a m a te u r sta tu s w a s
d efined so th e y co u ld u se pros. T he
team is to u te d to b e th e g re a te st b as
ketball team ever assem b led . P icked
for the te a m w e re D a v id R obinson,
K arl M alo n e, Jo h n S to ck to n , C h ris
M ullin, M agic Johnson, L arry B ird,
C h a r le s B a rk le y , S c o ttie P ip p e n ,
P atrick E w ing, a n d ... a h h ... oh M ichael
Jo rd an . T he coaches w ill b e C h u ck
D aly o f th e D e tro it P istons a n d L enny
W ilk e n s o f th e C le v e la n d C a v a 
lie rs .

W E A T H E
Sat.

C h an ce of
Showers

vahaD iy Gioudy
Slight ch an c e of
showers-early

High: 64°
Low: 56°

High:63°
Low:47°

Mostly sunny
Very slight
ch an c e of
showers
High: 65°
Low:44°

fin d in g u n in s u re d m o to rists. Lee esti
m a te d t h a t b e tw e e n 300,000 a n d
500,000 u n in s u re d m o to rists w ill b e
caught. H e also stated th a t as m o re
p e o p le b ecom e in su re d it w ill "co n 
ta in o r re d u c e th e co st of a u to in s u r
ance."
G o v e rn o r F lo rio c o n tin u e s to re 
ceive lo w m a rk s fo r h is p e rfo rm a n c e
as d o m o st N.J. le g isla to rs. O n ly 23%
of th o se p o lled said F lo rio 's p e rfo r
m ance w as g o o d to excellent. T he leg
is la to rs s c o re d a s im ila r m a rk o f
22% . T h e l e g i s l a t o r s d i d s o m e 
w h a t b e tte r th a n F lo rio w ith o n ly
17% of th e p e o p le say in g th e y d id
poorly. F lorio d o u b le d th e ir m ark.

R . B y T.S. L aw ton

Sun.

Mon.

Mostly sunny

Mostly sunny
Increasing cloudiness
Chance of Showers-late

High: 66°
Low:43°

High: 70°
Low:46°

N EW S
Cam pus P olice Report p. 5
C am pus Calendar p. 5
Spanish article p. 6
SG A n ew s p. 7
O U iL U O K
G uidos everyw here p. 9
A ll A round
the C am pus p. 10
F.A.T.S. training p. 11
C oncerning
C onservation p. 13
E D IT O R IA L
M ain editorial: Budget
too optim istic p. 16
Record
Irreverence p. 18
Letters pp. 18 & 19
ARTS
Record review
G N ’ R p .22
Kris Speaks p .2 2
Film R eview s
pp. 23 & 24
P E R S O N A L S p.
C L A S S I F I E D S p. 2«
C O M I C S pp. 2 7 - 2 8
P U Z Z L E p. 28
SPO RTS
QB controversy p. 29
The Sports Insider p. 30
SILC Shorts p. 31

CORRECTION
Director of Equal O p
portunity and Affirm a
tive
Action
Anita
Walters' nam e w as m is
sp elled and her title not
included in last w eek's
issue.
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T h e b rea k d o w n o f C lass O n e a p p ro p ria tio n s
by Robert Wintermute
Every undergraduate at MSC pays $3 a credit toward SGA fees. These fees are used to
fund the operations of all Class One organizations. By the time a full-time student graduates,
he or she can expect to have paid about $360 in fees for these organizations.
Where does this money go? What do the Class Ones do with our money? The official
word is that it is used to provide programming and cultural events for the entire student
body. A brief look at these different organizations can tell just what is provided: concerts,
sT»n-

190»

weekly news, special functions, musical programming and other things which help make
MSC a microcosm of the outside world.
This year, the Class One organizations received $579,412 in appropriations. The
September 12,1991 issue of The Montclarion (pages 6 & 7) gave a breakdown of what each
organization receives and what its appropriations are. This article (and others in the series)
will review each organization’s budget, appropriation by appropriation. First, The
Montclarion.

The M ontclarion

“Compared to other organizations on campus, we are in the bottom half when it comes
to getting money from the SGA,” said John Tibbetts, The Montclarion editor-in-chief. “We
are not an organization that receives, relatively speaking, a lot of money. Unfortunately, we
have gone over our budget a couple of times, but considering the amount of people we reach,
and the services and opportunities we provide, we should receive more support from the
Legislature, particularly the Executive Board. Most importantly, we spend about two to
three times the amount of this budget; this is really just a start-up line. In other words, we’re

much more self-sufficient than any other Class One organization.”
“During budget appropriations, a lot of people in the SGA compare The Montclarion to
other Class One organizations," said George Olschewski, HI, business manager. “The
feeling seems to be: well, you’ve done well with the money we’ve given you so far. Why
do you need more?”
Olschewski said that while the newspaper staff wants to put out the best possible paper,
it appears that more is expected for the same, or less, amount of money.

A breakdown o f The Montclarion’s budget follows, item-by-item:
BANQUET............................................................................................................... $500.00
At the end of each year, most Class Ones have a banquet, Olschewski said. This is an
opportunity for the advisor and members to celebrate a good year’s work and say good-bye
to members who will not be returning in the following year. “It’s one of the few rewards we
receive,” Tibbetts said. The Montclarion as a rule holds its banquet at either a member’s or
the advisor’s house. Food is catered for the event, and all other expenses (drinks, place
settings, awards) come from this fund. By holding the event at a private home, money is
saved for operating expenses.
» • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e $2,900.00
CONFERENCE.
Every year the Associated Collegiate Press holds two conferences: one regional, the other
national. This year’s conference is being held in Denver, Colorado. “We prefer to send
representatives to the national conference since the diversity and scope are more beneficial
for the editors, the paper and, finally, the students who read The Montclarion," Olschewski
said. This conference is a forum for seminars and classes given by members of the industry
in all aspects of newspaper operation. This year the SGA only allotted money for six editors
out of an editorial staiff of ten to attend the conference, Tibbetts said. “This always causes
the pain-staking decision of who gets to go and who doesn’t. If in the coming year, we do
end up making money for the school, as we have in the past, there should be no reason why
the SGA should have any say in how many people should go.”

HOSPITALITY................................................ ....................................................$1,000.00
“Wednesday nights are a tough one for all of us,” Olschewski said. “Since the new issue
comes out on Thursday, we spend almost all night editing and laying out the paper so it can
be at the printer’s the next day.” This fund is used for food for that night, he said: since the
staff is here all night, most of them miss dinner. This provides an incentive for everyone to
be present and at work putting out a good paper. “W e’re here all night We miss dinner.
W e’re hungry,” Tibbetts summarized.
OFFICE SUPPLIES______________________________________________ $900.00
Olschewski described this fund as being essential to the running of the paper. Post-its, legal
pads, reporter’s notebooks, pens, etc., are supplied out of this fund. These supplies are all
purchased from the cheapest possible vendor. Thus far, the office has not run short of
supplies.
PHOTO SUPPLIES..................
$1,200.00
Film, cameras, photography paper and developing supplies come from this fund. This is
probably one of the most important expenditures of the paper, Olschewski said. Again, the
supplies are purchased through the cheapest possible vendor.
POSTAGE.................................................... .
»••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«•i$400.00
Federal Express, UPS and other expenses related to outgoing mail are covered under this
expense. Olschewski said that he felt that the money allocated for this was adequate.
PRINTING/PUBLISHING................................................................................ .$7,000.00
This fund covers the cost of printing The Montclarion for the first few runs. Olschewski said
that the weekly run (approximately 6,000 copies) of a thirty-two page paper costs between
$1,500 and $2,000. During the course of the semester, revenue generated from advertise
ments goes into this fund, making it self-sufficient.
PRODUCTION SUPPLY..................................................................................$1,000.00
This covers the supplies necessary for the production of the paper: layout galleys, printer
cartridges, toner cartridges and other such items. As with other supplies, the cheapest vendor
is used. Olschewski also described this fund as adequate.

TELEPHONE.......................................................................................................... $1,700.00
“We make a lot of telephone calls for all departments,” Tibbetts said. In the process of
collecting information about news and features, and in other aspects of running the paper,
the telephone is one of the most important tools of The Montclarion. The line is adequate,
he said.
SALARIES & SERVICES........................................................................................$800.00
The non-reporting and editorial staff positions are paid from this fund. The Montclarion
hires secretaries, typesetters and Velox operators (responsible for transferring photo
graphic images to computer files) to allow the reporters and editors to have more time to
report the news, Olschewski said. “We also have graphic designers and paid cartoonists. All
of these positions would be impossible to fill without adequate payment,” Tibbetts said.
STUDENT ORIENTATION_____________________
$100.00
Olschewski said that this fund was split to $50.00 a semester, and is used to recruit reporters
from the new students. “We would like to turn it into a fund where we could supply items
that promote The Montclarion in the eyes of the student body .’’Tibbetts said. “It is important
to let people know that anybody can write for The Montclarion.”
TRAINING............................................................................................................. $1,000.00
“Whenever the paper loses a lot of people at a time, for whatever reason, we offer training
in how to use our equipment,” Olschewski said. This takes the form of outside consultants
who are brought in to train everyone in how to operate the Macintosh Computers and
software and the Veloxer.
When asked if the allocation is enough, Olschewski said, ‘T o be honest with you, no.” He
cited last year as an example: The Montclarion ran a total $6,640deficit. Tibbetts explained,
"The advertising department had some problems last year. For example, we had approxi
mately $1,000 of advertising from Class Two, Three and Four organizations that were not
paid. This was our fault. W e’ll do what we can to prevent this in the future. No ads will be
placed until payment has been made first."
Olschewski said that although he feels the $ 18,500 given to The Montclarion is not enough,
he isn’t able to tell how much more the paper would need. “$18,500 is enough to run the
paper, but not to the level of quality that we would like to have,” he said. To help raise this
level of quality, he said, the paper could use two extra Macintosh computers just for the
writers. "The four we have now are used by all departments. On Wednesday nights, there’s
a lot of competition for the computers.”
Olschewski also said that the paper could use a modem and time on a national news wire
service. These last two items are the subject of some scrutiny by the SGA, he said. “They
see us as a local paper, not big enough for a wire service.” He listed Rutgers University’s
The Daily Targum as an example. “The Targum receives awards and praise for its work. We
could do that, too, if we had die equipment,” he said.

Next issue: SGA Budget Appropriations

This newspaper is recyclable.
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R esidence H all A ssociation
survey
MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE
Upper Montclair; NJ 07043 L
Phone (201) 893-5110 —

■
— IM M —

We, the members of the Residence Hall Association executive
board, have come up with several ideas for programs that we can do
during the next two semesters. Please place a check next to the
events that you feel that we should sponsor or be a part of:
Q
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

B u ild in g a sand v o lle y b a ll co u rt
T rip to W a sh ing ton D.C.
O ve rn ig h t g e ta w a y to B usch G a rd e n s (V irginia)
G oing on a p a rty cru ise
C asino night
R e sid e n ts-o n ly so ftb a ll league
fi
S p e a ke r a bo ut th e S o vie t U nion
, ^ ° v \ 5 .O'
Tree re co ve ry
A O ^&
V
A
W re ck a car
o
o
D a nce -a -th on (for ch a rity)
“W alk For L ife ” (also fo r charity)
A lcohol a w a re n e ss w e e k
S elling ice cream in th e e le va to rs
P roviding an e sco rt se rvice
“W a tch d o g ” (a vo lu n te e r p olice service)
C apture T he Flag (w ith p ain t guns)
“G otch a ” (w ith d a rt guns)
W ar O f T he H a lls/R e sid e n ce H all O lym pics
C e le b ra tio n o f m edieval tim es

g&

Please return these surveys to the R.H.A. office, located next to the
Bohn Hall main desk. If you are interested, come to the next general
meeting, Monday, September 30th at 8:00pm in the Bohn Hall
Lounge.
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IM i

CAM PUS POLICE

9- 26 Thu. National Youth Council of Pakistan: first
meeting of the semester. 4:30 p.m. Fourth floor,

R E P O R T

Student Center.

Supplied by Campus Police

10- 1 Tue. Dr. Paula Rothenberg, director, The New
Jersey Project, on "Truth and Lies: Race and

T HEET;

Gender Bias in the Curriculum." Sponsored by

9-18-91 2 p.m - 9 a.m. Two boxes of transparencies from a professor's office in
Morehead Hall over a seven-day period
9-19-91 1:15 p.m. -1 :25 p.m. Freeman Hall resident's wallet left on her desk in her room
while she went to the bathroom
9-19-91 11:45 a.m. -12:15 p.m. Bohn Hall resident's shoulder bag left unattended at
Blanton Hall cafe
9-20-91 10 a.m. - 11 a.m. Student's boyfriend’s camera left unattended in a Calcia Hall
classroom
9-20-91 3:50 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Student's handbag while she was doing schoolwork in
the Student Center Cafe
9-21-91 2:15 a.m. A pizza deliverer was approached by 15 to 20 black males in the
Quad. When he refused to sell the pizza, two of them grabbed it and fled on foot.
Descriptions of the males were given.
9-22-91 lla .m .-4 p .m . Student'sl985VW GTIdoorlockstamperedwithstereostolen
in lot 22
9-23-91 2 p.m. Student's purse in the Student Center Cafe while she was doing school
work
9-23-91 5:15 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Worker's office keys left unattended briefly in the Fine
Arts building
9-23-91/9-24-91 6 p.m. - noon The Montclarion's office stereo
9-24-91 4:55 p.m. - 5:10 p.m. Student's book bag left unattended in the library

Kappa Delta Pi. Free. 6 p.m. Russ Hall, Kops Lounge.

9-26 Thu. Cafe Montclair: Karoke Sing-along.
Sponsored by C.L.U.B. Free. 9 p.m. Rathskellar.
9-29 Sun. "A Star is Bom" film series: M el Gibson
in M ad Max. Free. 6:30 p.m. Calcia Auditorium.
Robert DeNiro and Jodie Foster in Taxi Driver.
Free. 9 p.m. Calcia Auditorium.

Through 9-27 Fri. Kerri Martin: paintings. Free. 10

ATTEMPTED THEFT:

a.m. to 4 p.m. Sprague Library Lobby.

9-18-91 1:30 p.m. - 2 p.m. A 1985 Chevy Camaro parked overnight in lot 22 was
eniered and steering column was damaged.

Through 9-29 Sun. Mark Alden: paintings and

HARASSMENT:

drawings. Free. Mon. through Fri. 10 a.m to 4 p.m.,

9-18-91 Bohn Hall resident reported being harassed by her former boyfriend, a nonMSC student, via unexpected visits to the dorm and phone calls. Investigation continuing.
9-22-91 1:50 a.m. - 3 a.m. Blanton Hall resident complained of receiving obscene phone
calls from a male over a two-night period.
9-23-91 11:35 p.m. Bohn Hall resident reported receiving a threatening phone call,
possibly related to a fight she had been involved in recently. Under investigation.

weekends 1 to 5 p.m. Life Hall Annex, second floor.
10-1 Tue. Alvin Fudge: paintings. Free. See above.

CRIMINAL MISCHIEF:
9-19-91 11:15 p.m. - 9:07 a.m. Blanton Hall resident reported the side window of her
1981 Chevy Citation had been broken while parked in lot 21 overnight
9-19-91 Midnight - 6 p.m. Bohn Hall resident reported the driver's side mirror and
windshield wiper of her 1987 Nissan Sentra were broken off while parked in lot 21.
9-21-91 1:40 a.m. -1 :45 a.m. A pizza delivery person’s vehicle parked on Webster Road
was repeatedly kicked by four to five black males. The males fled the scene in another
vehicle, and a witness gave descriptions of them and the vehicle.
9-22-91 Blanton Hall resident reported the door locks of his 1988 Mercury Tracer had
been tampered with.

9-27 Fri. Faculty recital: Andrew Schulman,
guitar. Free. Noon. McEachem Recital Hall.

Mon. Union for Lesbian Gay & Bisexual Concerns

STOLEN PROPERTY RECOVERED;
9-19-91 9:07 a.m. Groundsworker saw a partially-submerged vehicle in a body of water
down in the old dumpsite. Passaic County Sheriff s Scuba team assisted in the investigation.
The vehicle had been reported stolen from a Plainfield resident the same morning.

Meeting, 3 p.m.- 5 p.m., Student Center 418.
Tue. & Wed. Tae Kwon Do Club meetings, 7-9p.m.,
wrestling room in Panzer Gym.

Freshmen from page 1
However, Buechler attributed the de
cline in incoming freshmen to the decrease
in the number of applicants. “The number of
high school graduates has dropped in the
state of New Jersey,” he said.
Of the 5,400 complete applications the
college received this semester, Buechler said,
only 2,300 were accepted. “We normally
offer twice as many places as we actually
have for students. This is standard operating
procedure for colleges,” he said.
Buechler said that students are accepted
on the basis of their courses, grades and
recommendations, and noted that the cli
mate of the incoming college community
seems to be changing.
“Class rank and SAT scores have in

creased on the average. Last year, freshmen
had about 975 combined score. This year,
the average score is around 1000,” he said.
“We have not reduced applicants to MSC
to an equation,” he added. “Admissions is
more of an art than a science because we are
dealing with people’s lives.”
Assistant Director of Residence Life
Kevin Rakowsky also noted a change in the
campus community this semester: this fall,
there is a 19 percent decrease in the number
of freshmen residents.
“About596freshman spaces in the dorms
were filled last year,” he said. “This year,
only 426 were filled.”
However, he added that other factors
could contribute to the decline in the number
of residents as a whole. “It’s not only fresh
men,” he said. “Some students couldn't af
ford i t ”

Tue. Conservation Club Meeting, 5:30 p.m.
Student Center Annex, Room 112.
Thu. Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship Meeting,
7:30 p.m. Student Center 411.
Thu. Public Telescope Night, 8-9 p.m. in front of
Richardson Hall. Cancelled if weather is cold,
cloudy or windy. 893-4166
Sun. Mass, 11 a.m. Kops Lounge.
Sun. Mass, 7 p.m. Newman Center.
Events a re su b ject to change w ith o u t notice.
C alendar events a re d ue in The Montclarion by 4 p.m. Tue.
¡¡H i
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Spanish article:

Un oportunidad llamada
Colegio de Fin de Semanna
por Jorge L. Cruz
F o r th e b e n e fit o f o u r stu d e n ts n o t
in E n g l i s h , T h e
M o n tc la rio n p r in ts a n a r tic le in
S p a n ish w e ek ly .
yet

flu e n t

Recibir una educación universitaria en
este pais sin hablar ingles podría ser un
sueno inalcanzable. Mas aun si se tiene que
trabajar ocho horas diarias o m as.
Afortunadamente, MSC ofrece unprograma
disenado para aquellas personas que tienen
dificultades con el idioma ingles, pero tienen
grandes deseos de superación. Dicho
programa ofrece sus clases los viernes por la
noche, sábados y domingos por la manana;
de esta forma las personas que trabajan
durante la semana pueden estudiar sin
descuidar su ocupación actual, ademas de
recibir clases en español mientras aprenden
a escribir, leer y hablar ingles.
Básicamente este es el programa del
Colegio de Fin de Semana, el cual, desde su
fundación, ha brindado la oportunidad a
miles de estudiantes abriéndoles las puertas
del colegio cuando las esperanzas de ingresar
a el eran prácticamente nulas.
Sin embargo, el porcentaje de alumnos
que logran graduarse con la asistencia de
este program a es considerablem ente
limitado. Muchas de estas personas se ven
obligadas a abandonarlos estudios debido a
la gran presión causada por el trabajo diario

y los estudios, que por sí solos son todo un
reto. Otros, por su parte, emigran a otras
universidades al sentirse capacitados para
ingresar a ellas en un programa regular, o
bien porque las regulaciones de MSC no
fueron de su agrado. Otro de los motivos, es
que al acumular cierta cantidad de créditos
los estudiantes tienen que declarar la
especialidad que desean estudiar. Debido a
que en los fines de semana no se pueden
ofrecer todos los cursos requeridos, el
estudiante se ve forzado a abandonar el
programa e integrarse a las clases regulares.
Alcanzado este punto, los estudiantes
tienen serios problemas ya que algunos
cursos se imparten únicamente entre semana,
por lo tanto tienen que cambiar de trabajo
por otro que se acomode con el horario de
sus clases.
La Asociación Estudiantil del Colegio
de Fin de Semana (WCSA) clase II de la
Asociación del Gobierno Estudiantil (SGA),
se ha encargado de proporcionar orientación
desde have 17 anos, a todos los estudiantes
involucrados en este programa. A su vez, se
ha preocupado en conseguir m ejores
servicios para estas personas que estudian
mientras la mayoría de los servicis y oficinas
de M SC se encuentran cerradas. La
asociación se encarga de promover los
eventos sociales y culturales organizando
conferencias, bailes, conciertos, concursos
y otros. Al igual organiza una venta de cafe
durante los fines de semana, la cual aparte de
brindar un servicio a los estudiantes, es la

mayor fuente de ingresos económicos para
sustentar dichos eventos.
Desfortunadamente, dicha asociacionha
venido perdiendo fuerza debido a la falta de
cooperación de los estuchantes, los cuales
muestran frialdad a este tipo de eventos.
Algunos de los estudiantes que se
integran a las clases entre semana se olvidan
de que algun día empezaron estudiando en el
programa de Fin de Semana, cuando no
hablaban ingles y les parece increíble que
exista gente que este tratando de ayudar a
hacerde este programa algo mas productivo.
Se olvidan de lo que el Colegio de Fin de
Semana ha hecho por ellos y le dan la
espalda.
Pero lo mas increíble de todo es que
muchos de los estudiantes que aun se
encuentran dentro del programa no les
interese lo que la Asociación Estudiantil del
Colegio de Fin de Semana este haciendo por
ellos y se dediquen a criticar los eventos
organizados, cuando estos son a beneficio
de ellos mismos. Si tuvieran un poco de
sentido común se darían cuenta de lo
necesarioque es tener una asociación de este
tipo y la apoyarían en lugar de criticarla.
La próxima vez que pienses en como
lograste ingresar a MSC, no preguntes lo
que el Colegio de Fin de Semana ha hecho
por tí, porque la respuesta es obvia.
Pregúntate entonces, que haz hecho tu por
el.

The opportunities of Weekend
College to full-time workers
Obtaining a higher education in this coun
try without the ability to speak English could
be an impossible dream, especially if you
have to work full time. Fortunately MSC
offers a program on Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays for all those people who cannot
speak English and work full time.
These students take classes in Spanish
while they are learning to speak, write and
read English. Basically, this is the Weekend
College program, which has given the op
portunity to get several students into MSC
when they had few hopes to get in before.
However, this program has a very low
rate of graduates. Many Weekend Coliege
students leave the college because it is very
difficult to study on weekends after a hard
week of work. Other students transfer to
other colleges or universities when they feel
competent to study in a regular program or
simply because they did not like MSC’s
regulations.

When the Weekend College students
have to declare their majors, often they
seemed forced to leave the program because
it is impossible to offer the needed courses
on weekends. For that reason they have to
leave their present jobs and seek one that is
compatible with their school schedule.
The Weekend College Student Associa
tion (WCSA class II of the SGA) has been
assisting these students for 17 years. This
association has tried to get better services
for the Weekend College students when
most of MSC’s offices are closed.
Organizing conferences, dances, con
certs, contests and more, the WCSA has
promoted social as well as cultural events,
and has encouraged the interacting with
other MSC organizations. The WCSA gives
an extra service to the Weekend College
students by having a bagel sale in Partridge
Hall. Such a sale is the main source of fund
raising to sponsor those events.
Some of the students who have inte
grated themselves to the regular program do

ACUS still
giving students
problems
by T a lem Harris
The new ACUS phone system is
causing problems with the students of
MSC. The roost common complaint is
trying to place off campus calls.
The busy signals are a result o f the
amount of phone circuits available to
the campus. JBdBuscavage of Informa
tion Services said that the problems of
the new system are being worked on
and should be resolved by September
30.
Heather Castelli, a senior living in
the Clove Road apartments, said, "it’s
almost impossible to make aphone call.
I'd rather pay AT&T their prices than
deal with our phone system."
According to Buscavage, there are
1600 students using the phone system
every n ig h t ,rWe are working on up
grading the system every d a y ,”
Buscavage said.
The Personal Security Code (PSC)
is another concern for students. The
seven digit code allows for separate
billing between roommates.
Joseph Tona, a freshman living in
BlantonHall, said, 'It's a real painin the
ass. First you have to dial nine to get a
line out, then one, then the area code,
then the phone number, then another
sevendigits for your code and then after

s ig n a l, s o m e th in g h a s to b e d o n e .''

Translation:

by Jorge L. Cruz

H v ii7

not feel they should cooperate with the
Weekend College anymore. They have for
gotten that it was the Weekend College that
gave them the opportunity of getting into
MSC in the first place. Some of them do not
like to speak Spanish any more and make
fun of those students who are starting ex
actly as they did once, not so long ago.
However, the most incredible of all, is
the students who are still in the program, and
are not interested in the work that the WCSA
is doing for him or her. Some students even
criticize the events organized by the asso
ciation. If these students would have com
mon sense, they would see the importance
of having an association as the one they
have. They should help instead of criticizing
it.
The next time you think how you got into
MSC, do not ask what the Weekend College
has done for you, because the answer is
obvious. Ask yourself, what have you done
for it?

Buscavage said that the PSC was
selectedforsecurity reasons. The seven
digits provide the ACUS system with
access to choose numbers at random.
"We know that no one will be able to
figure out anybody else’s code,"
Buscavagesaid JSeeletteronpagelS.)

Budget from page 1
ratio o f classes taught by adjuncts,
and this is a problem that m ust be
addressed. C oncerning faculty va
cancies, A uch said that the m ajority
o f those vacancies w ill be filled.
D espite his caution, A uch re
m ains optim istic about the future.
“Y ou’veheardtheexpression, ‘Lean
and m ean. ’•W e ’re now at that level.
W e’ve concentrated on cutting out
w hat m ight be considered the fat o f
the budget...1 think w e’ve done about
80-90% o f that...I think it’s som e
thing to be proud of.”
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SGA news:

SGA discusses solutions to phone system
by Robert W intem ute

In open forum discussion, the SGA Leg
islature debated the problems with the new
ACUS phone system. In response to the
complaints raised by the legislators, Dr.
Edward Martin, dean of Student Affairs,
attempted to assure the body that “once it
(ACUS) is fully installed and the bugs have
been worked out of the system, the benefits
will be worth i t ”
Among the complaints raised were ques
tions over whether Campus Police would be
able to make off-campus calls, the problem
of being unable to complete off-campus
calls and not being able to receive calls from
off-campus. One legislator summed up the
mood of the entire body: “I can’t understand
why we’re going to sink money into some
thing that doesn’t work.”
James Cotter, director of External Af
fairs, offered a suggestion for legislators
who were tired of dealing with ACUS. He
explained that while it is true that the admin
istration did spend over $800,000 on the
system, the students will have the alterna
tive of dealing with New Jersey Bell, saying
the cost for installation is $95.00, “but it’s
worth it.”
Eric Erb, director of Internal Affairs,
during the presentation of the report, took

the opportunity to deliver a scathing attack
on MSC’s alcohol policy, “If the administration feels that the students are not going to
drink, they should open their f*ck*ng eyes.
The administration’s energy should be bet
ter directed toward drinking and driving
problems. They should take a stand and help
the students drink more responsibly, rather
than trying to stop it altogether.”
Cotter also addressed the alcohol policy
in an outline of a safe-ride program. “People
are going to get out, get drunk and die,” he
said. His committee will be working on this
program with the administration of MSC
and the SGA. He noted Cook College’s
recent action in repealing a five year ban on
alcohol on campus as an example of an
administration reviewing their alcohol
policy.
In comments after the meeting, Martin
said “First of all, MSC is not a dry campus,
it is a drier campus. We do have alcohol
available to students of legal drinking age at
the Clove Road apartments. Also, the Class
I organizations sponsor off-campus events
where people of age can drink. Our general
belief is that we do not want to exclude
anyone in an organization who is underage
from taking part in programs they may be
helping to fund.” He also said, “for us to
discuss drinking with people underage i?
hypocritical. If you’re drinking and driving
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under the age of 21, the New Jersey laws are
very stringent about this, and we have to
reflect this.”
Martin also said how the current trend in
drinking among the young is dropping.
“Basically I would try to stress participation
in clubs, attendance of athletic events, par
ticipating in SELC programs and as we saw
in the Legislature, active involvement in the
government of the campus.”
SGA President Tony Susco told the Leg
islature about several administrative com
mittees that are still open for membership.
These committees include the President’s
Committee on Affirmative Action; the Ba
sic Skills Committee; The Intercollegiate
Athletic Committee; the Library Commit
tee; the Women’s Studies Committee; the
Faculty Senate’s Student Affairs Commit
tee; and the Campus Life Task Force. He
urged the members of the Legislature to
consider joining one of these committees.
In voting on bills, the SGA Legislature
approved Seth Leibowitz as the new Direc
tor o f Programming for the SGA, Cherie
Dubin as Director of Academic Affairs.
Also, two new student representatives were
sworn in: Kara Hartman and Tobias Ariel
Fox.

MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE GILBRETH HOUSE
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES (201) 893-5211
FALL 1991 - PERSONAL GROWTH WORKSHOPS
The Psychological Services Center will offer nine workshops designed to help students manage academic stress
and develop their potential. Each one helps the participants take a close look at one dimension of their lives and
make whatever changes are necessary. They will meet one hour a week for six weeks. These workshops are in
addition to the regular program of individual and group counseling and psychotherapy offered by the
Psychological Services Center.

Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA) - Participants will have the opportunity to think about how
their development was different from that of others, how they can more effectively deal with
alcoholics in their families.
Time: Fridays at 12:00 noon. This group will meet all year, you can join it anytime.
Overeaters Anonymous (OA) - This is a support group for people who need help understanding
and overcoming their problem of compulsive eating.
Time: Tuesdays at 12:00. This is an often meeting that will meet all year, join anytime.
Overcoming Academic Stress - This workshop is for students who are especially uncomfortable
while taking tests, giving presentations, or participating in classroom discussions and activities.
Several methods will be discussed to help reduce the stress. Time: Thursdays at 1:00 PM,
beginning October 3,1991.
Parenting - This group is designed to help parents improve their child rearing skills and to be
better able to cope with the demands of parenting in contemporary society.
Time: Tuesdays at 2:30 PM, beginning October 1,1991.
Women's Workshop: Transitions, Challenges and Choices - This workshop will focus on
women's feelings in the exploration of transitions, choices and values in their lives.
Time: Thursdays at 10:15 AM, beginning October 3,1991.
Getting Along With The Opposite Sex: A co-ed group on male-female relationships and
dating. A group interested in exploring the challenges of relationships, handling dating and
sexuality issues, getting along, getting over break-ups and, in general, making sense of the opposite
sex. For men and women.
Time:Thursdays at 5:15 PM, beginning October 3,1991.
Survivors of Sexual Abuse and Trauma - A group for those women and men who have experi
enced sexual abuse, to any degree and at any time in their life. This is an opportunity to explore in
a supportive, small group how you feel your experience has affected your life and where you want
it to go from here.
Time: Thursday at 4:00 PM, beginning October 3,1991.
Learning to Think Optimistically - This is a workshop for people who want to make better
recoveries from their disappointments and failures by examining and changing the way they think
about them. It's for those who want to change habitual patterns of negative thinking so as to behave
more optimistically and feel better.
Time: Monday at 12:00 Noon, beginning October 7,1991.
Personal Growth - Taking Charge of Your Own Life - This workshop is designed to help
people move toward greater self-awareness, self-direction, and self-actualizing behavior - toward
Sponsored by Delta Phi Epsilon freedom, productivity and joy.
Time: Wednesday at 12:00 noon, beginning October 9,1991.
a d a ss IV of the SGA
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NOTICE TO ALL CURRENTLY ENROLLED STUDENTS WHO
WILL BE RETURNING IN THE WINTER SESSION 1992
AND/OR SPRING SEMESTER 1992
Registration for the Winter Session and Spring Semester 1992 will occur
simultaneously between October 15-31,1991.
A ll s tu d e n ts w h o a re e n ro lle d fo r th e F a ll 1991 a n d w h o a re e lig ib le to r e tu rn fo r th e W in te r o r S p rin g
1 9 9 2 w ill h a v e a R e g is tra tio n A p p o in tm e n t C a rd m a ile d to th e ir h o m e a d d r e s s d u r in g th e w e e k o f
S e p te m b e r 3 0 , 1 9 9 1 .
U n d e r g ra d u a te s tu d e n ts w h o a re c u rre n tly e n ro lle d fo r 12 o r m o r e c r e d its w ill b e a s s ig n e d a n in
p e rs o n r e g is tra tio n a p p o in tm e n t d a te a n d tim e . U n d e rg ra d u a te s tu d e n ts w h o a r e c u r r e n tly e n ro lle d
fo r fe w e r th a n 12 c r e d its a n d G ra d u a te s tu d e n ts w ill b e a s s ig n e d a r a n g e o f d a te s d u r in g w h ic h th e y
s h o u ld s u b m it th e ir re g is tra tio n fo rm a n d A p p o in tm e n t C a rd to th e O ffic e o f th e R e g is tra r.
C a r d s w ill n o t b e g e n e r a te d fo r s tu d e n ts w h o a re o n th e J a n u a r y 1 9 9 2 G r a d u a tio n lis t. S tu d e n ts
w h o a re g r a d u a tin g in J a n u a ry a n d w h o w is h to re g is te r fo r W in te r o r S p r in g 1 9 9 2 c o u r s e s s h o u ld
c o n ta c t th e O ffic e o f th e R e g is tra r a t 8 9 3 -4 3 7 6 , fo r d ir e c tio n .
S tu d e n ts w h o d o n o t fu lfill th e ir B a s ic S k ills re q u ire m e n ts a n d s tu d e n ts w h o h a v e a n o u ts ta n d in g
fin a n c ia l o b lig a tio n to th e C o lle g e w ill n o t b e s e n t th e ir c a rd s . T h e s e s tu d e n ts m u s t re p o rt to e ith e r
th e B a s ic S k ills O ffic e o r th e B u s in e s s O ffic e to o b ta in th e ir c a r d .

You must have this card in order to register.
N o o n e w ill b e p e rm itte d in to th e re g is tra tio n s ite w ith o u t a R e g is tr a tio n A p p o in tm e n t C a rd .
R e g is tra tio n fo rm s s u b m itte d to th e o ffic e w ill n o t b e p ro c e s s e d w ith o u t th e R e g is tra tio n
A p p o in tm e n t C a rd a tta c h e d .
S T U D E N T S W H O D O N O T R E C E IV E A C A R D B Y O C T O B E R 4 , 1 9 9 1 , S H O U L D C O N T A C T T H E
O F F IC E O F T H E R E G IS T R A R IM M E D IA T E L Y A T 8 9 3 - 4 3 7 6 .
P L E A S E R E A D T H E W IN T E R S E S S IO N /S P R IN G S E M E S T E R 1 9 9 2 S C H E D U L E O F C O U R S E S
B O O K C A R E F U L L Y !!
It w ill b e a v a ila b le o n O c to b e r 1 ,1 9 9 1 .
It w ill c o n ta in th e lis t o f W in te r a n d S p rin g 1 9 9 2 c o u r s e o ffe r in g s .

STUDENT LOANS
(800) 347-7667

Y o u s h o u ld u s e th e re g is tra tio n fo rm th a t is in th e S c h e d u le o f C o u r s e s b o o k . It is fo r b o th W in te r
a n d S p rin g re g is tra tio n . T h e R e g is tra tio n A p p o in tm e n t C a rd , to g e th e r w ith th is fo rm , w ill s e r v e a s
y o u r p e rs o n a l re g is tra tio n p a c k e t.

L ender C ode 8 3 0 0 0 5

Educaid

A d v is e m e n t s h o u ld b e o b ta in e d p r io r to re g is tr a tio n .

THE STUDENT lOAN SP t Vj ALISTS

To all Drop-In Center

F T T ÌT u ìT r

J a so n
flo b i11

Keep up the good work and
hang in there!
GOOD LUCK!
A service o f the
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OUTSTANDING.. .ONE OF
THE YEAR’S BEST FILMS.
-Je ffre y Lyons. SNEAK PREVIEWS

“BRILLIANT AND
INSPIRED.

AN ASTONISHING
COMEDY

THIS IS TERRY
GILLIAM’S MOST
SATISFYING FILM.”

A BOLD, UNIQUE AND
EXHILARATING
CINEMATIC TRIP.”

- J o a n Buck. VOGUE

- B ruce W illiamson. PLAYBOY

“ROBIN WILLIAMS
DESERVES
ANOTHER
OSCAR
NOMINATION.

“ELECTRICALLY
CHARGED
COMEDY...
TOUR-DE-FORCE OSCAR
NOMINATABLE
PERFORMANCES FROM
JEFF BRIDGES
AND ROBIN WILLIAMS."

'THE FISHER KING'WILL
TOUCH YOUR HEART...
A CAPTIVATING FILM.”
- left Craig.
SIXTY SECOND PREVIEW

- D aphne Davis. AMERICAN WOMAN

ROBINWILLIAMS
PARAMOUNT PICTURES «SUIS» MAS IEUFHD HIDROBERT REHME PROBUCTIOM » HIM ÎÏ STM URAGOTI NECESSARY ROUGHNESS
SCOTI BAKUIA'ROBERT LOGGIA* HARIEYJURE KOZAK■SINBAD AIDHECTOR ELIZONDO SHOWARD i KOCH. J I H M HAT! It D A I HER
UMACE NEUFELD AID ROBERT REHME ""»STAI OHAGOTI
P G i 3 | m w n tT W tT C J u m w B »

AfAM
HOUlICOM
M
UIICA1IOISCOM
TUnr-JÊT VSN;

COMINGTOTHEATRES EVERYWHERESEPTEMBER 27

jjg

Jeff B ridges

T riStar PrruRES ffiESENTS A HILL/OBST production a TERKY GILLIAM FILM ROBINWILLIAMS JEFFBRIDGES “THE FISHER KING’
AMANDA PLUMMER ANDMERCEDES RUEHL GEORGE FENTON T ! RICHARD L aGRAVENESE
" " “ B DEBRA HILL AND LYNDA OBST """BTERRY GILLIAM
T riS tar R el ea s

OPENS FRIDAYSEPTEMBER27ATATHEATRENEARYOU

C O M P U T E R S B Y THE H O U R
has the hardware and software
you need for your assignments

...and only minutes aw ay in C edar Knolls!
• 20 Work Stations
OPEN WHEN
• Macintosh and PC C om patible
YOU NEED US
• State-Of-The-Art Software
• Expert Technical Help Available
7 DAYS
• Laser Printing
A WEEK A N D
• Research Library on CD-ROM
NIGHTS!
Come and check us out!
Special Discount Club For Students!
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Realizing the Guido in all of us
O.K. Let’s just come to terms with it.
Guidos exist and they ’re here to stay. This is
not meant to be a positive or negative state
ment, but rather a realization and acceptance
of the fact that this social group is alive and
kicking. The truth is that you have to dig
Guidos because without them, Jersey would
be an awfully boring place to live. Califor
nia has hippies and surfers. Alabama has
rednecks. New York has weirdos and MSC,
well, we liave Guidos. Take a pill. Deal with
it, and let’s take a look, shall we?
Groove on this. One would assume that
the stereotypical Guido would be defined
somewhere along these lines: Italian-American; male/female named Vinny, Anthony,
Gina, Maria; drives either an Iroc, Camaro
or bright yellow late model Mustang; owns
a pair of Cavaricci pants for every day of the
week; applies enough make-up and hairspray
to keep Aqua-net and Revlon in business
into the next century and wearsenoughfake/
real gold to put Ivana Tramp to shame.
If we accept these definitions, or rather
stereotypes, then we fall short of realizing
the genuine contribution Guidos give to our
beloved campus. My god! Guidos are part of
our food chain.
“They are the foundation, the epitome of
MSC,” stated English major Jim Lloyd.
So, what would happen then if, on some
gray afternoon, the powers that be decided
in one fell swoop that all Guidos would be

eliminated from campus? What would be
the ramifications?
“Life would be boring,” said Teresa
Hughes. “You have to have different people
to leam from and interact with.”
“They’re colorful. They have a fashion
sense and they dance well,” agrees Kelly
Dourmen.
“You would be eliminating pop culture
as we know it,” stated DerekPinkham. “What
would become o f the status-quo, the
mainstream?”
There is a little Guido in all of us, regard
less of our social circles. How many times
have you found yourself driving through
campus with Hot 97 pounding from your
stereo when no one is looking? How many
of us use just a little too much hairspray now
and then grab our crotch as a gesture of joy
and goodwill?
“Sure, I suppose there’s a little Guido in
all of us,” reflected one student. “Guidos
aren’t all Italian-American with dark hair
and dark eyes. There are WASP Guidos.
I ’ve seen them...”
If that gray afternoon should ever come,
it will be a sorry day for MSC. No longer
will we see the sun shining off pinky rings
and hair as high as the sky. The parking lots
will be barren save for the occasional Dodge
Dart or V.W. Bug sitting alone wondering
where all the fancy cars went. We would see
only short, stumpy fingernails, painted clear

on the hands of droopy-eyed, pale-skinned
girls who have never seen the ultraviolet
rays of Ft. Lauderdale. In the words of one
MSC student, “Someone has to keep the

cement steps warm.”
Viva la Guidol May he and she forever
reign over our lovely North Jersey campus.

All Around the Campus: The Community Speaks
President Reid says tuition w ill go up one dollar per credit. However,
if the State Board o f Higher Education gives the college permission
to raise it higher, what do you think w ill happen?

“I think it will go up much higher
because it’s been increasing every year
and student apathy will allow it to hap_ _ „ *1
pen.

Kenya Taylor
Junior, sociology

“If that is an official quote, I see no
reason to doubt Reid’s word.”

Julie Chrobak
Senior, fine arts

“I think it’ll go up much higher be
cause the administration has a history of
lying.”

Sean Carroll
Freshman, English

Compi,edby KimFord

“Reid will stick with the one dollar in
order to not lose students, if he's wise
enough to realize the situation.”

Drew Toliver
Sophomore, accounting
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Get the facts on F.A.T.S. training
by William C. Hendrixson

Mortar fire explodes billowing smoke
into the air. A figure moves in the distance.
Is it friendly? Is it armed? Advancing enemy
units set off claymore mines as they move
into the firing team’s ambush.
The enemy is an image, an actor in a hitech video game used by the United States
Marine Corps to train marines in weapons
firing, as well as when not to fire.
Actually, a video game is a grave under
statement of the capabilities of the system.
Firing Arms Training Simulation, or its mili
tary acronym F.A.T.S., is a $70,000 com
puter controlled, laser disc stored simula
tion of various combat scenarios including a
river-crossing ambush, desert warfare, day
and night encounters, hostage rescue and
many other battle scenes.
On Sept. 14, Saturday, 15 marine candi
dates - mostly students from area colleges as
well as MSC, who are enrolled in the Pla
toon Leader Class and Officer Candidate
Class - utilized the F.A.T.S. system. For
most involved, this was their first experi
ence at “firing” a weapon.
Three or four candidates lay in the prone
position (belly down, legs outstretched,
weapon resting on hand pivoting on elbow)
three to four meters from the video monitor,

1. It’s easy to use.
Bring home an Apple® Macintosh® computer today,
and use it to complete assignments by to n ig h teven if you 've never used a computer before.

which is about
six meters long
and two to three
m eters high,
and form a fire
team, uniformly
e l i mi n a t i n g ,
and sometimes
not, selective
foes.
Each sce
nario shows a
marine’s (pre
sum ably your
own), view of a
small battlefield
encounter.
Other soldiers,
both friendly
and enemy, are
played by actors
- soldiers in
varying un i
forms usually
armed and re
turning fire, tak
ing cover, ad
vancing and
even dying. The
system registers a hit on a target by superim
posing a red crosshair over the spot hit by the
laser beam emitted from the weapon and

received by the
computer sys
tem.
For selected
scenarios, the
enemy would
not fire unless
fired
upon,
sim ulating a
m arine am 
bush. Only then
would the en
em y “return”
fire. Although
the candidates
were
com 
p letely safe
from the im
ages of auto
matic weapons
fire, a certain
degree of anxi
ety developed
as the M16A2
rifle gave a
C 0 2 -ch arg ed
kick every time
it was fired in
either single or
three round bursts. Occasionally it would
jam, and even required a reloading proce
dure after 28 rounds were fired.

12 reasons

2. You don’t have to spook computerese.

w h y y o u ’l l lo v e
Instead o f cryptic MS-DOS com m ands such as COPY C WORD
PROC\DRAFTDOCA\W ORK, M acintosh usesfa m ilia r words, such
as Copy an d Print, a n d pictures, such as file folders fo r storing your
docum ents a n d a trash can fo r file s you w ant to throw aw ay.

3. You don’t have to be a computer
science major to set one up.
Just plug everything together, flip the “on" switch,
and you're ready to roll.
4. It’s a hrs.T. to copy information and
paste it Into another document.
To copy this chart,
sim ply use the
m ouse to choose
the Copy com m and

To place the chart
in another docum ent,
ju st choose the
Paste com m and.

5. All Macintosh programs work in the
Learn to use one Macintosh program, and you’ve
learned the basics of using them all. For example,
the commands you use, such as Open, Close, Copy,
Paste, Save, Cut, Print, and Undo, are found in the
same place—every time.

Macintosh
6. It can grow with you.
This week you’re majoring in philosophy, next
week it’s nuclear physics. After all, no one knows
exactly what the future will bring. That’s why
millions of students have found that investing in
a Macintosh is a smart move. Because Macintosh
can immediately help you do whatever you d o better. And if, come tomorrow, you find that you
want to do something different, no problem. It’s
easy to upgrade your Macintosh to help you rise
to the challenge.
7. It’s great for college and beyond.
Doing your work fester, better, and more
creatively is also a plus in the working worid—
and that’s precisely
why Macintosh
computers are used in
74 percent of fortune
1000 companies*

8. It’s got connections.
To connect a printer, a modem, an external hard
disk, or just alxtut any other peripheral to a Mac
intosh, simply plug it in. That's all there is to it.

9. It lets you work with
others.
Every Macintosh is equipped with an Apple
SuperDrive,'" a unique floppy disk drive that can
use not only Macintosh disks, but also MS-DOS
and OS/2 disks created on IBM and IBM-com
patible computers. With SoftPC from Insignia
Solutions, you can even run MS-DOS applica
tions on your Macintosh.
10. It’s so essy to network.
Just connect the LocalTalk® cable from one
Macintosh to another Macintosh. It takes just a
few minutes, and you don't have to buy any
additional hardware or software.

After all the candidates had several mms
apiece in various scenarios, the high scorers
(based on the number of hits and rounds
fired) competed in more difficult scenarios
to determine the champion of the d ay . Mike
Gerald, a sophomore political science major
at William Paterson College, qualified for
the shoot-off with 17 kills out of 22 shots
fired, and topped all other candidates in the
final round of play.
Students enrolled in the Platoon Leader
Class as well as Officer Candidate Class
members take part in training such as the
F.A.T.S. system, camping and outdoor map
reading, ski trips and occasional groupphysical training on various weekends through
out the school year. Selected candidates
undergo a six-week training course at
Quantico Basic School in Virginia over sum
mer break, with no obligation to join the
Marine Corps, or even make a decision until
completion of a second six-week course.
Completion of the two six-week courses
through earning a college degree entitles
PLC candidates to a commissioned rank of
second lieutenant upon entering the Marine
Corp.
Freshman, sophomore and junior col
lege students interested in the Platoon Leader
Class should contact Lt. Bannach, toll free,
at 1-800-OCS-USMC.

11. You can connect to your school’s
mainframe or minicomputer.
With Macintosh,
you can send in
assignments,
gain access to
software you
need for a class,
and receive
lecture notes,
class schedules,
and other
inform ationright from your
own room.
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12. It’s mone
affordable than ever
Macintosh prices
have never been
lower—especially
with the student
pricing available
from your
authorized Apple
campus reseller.
You may even
qualify for
financing, which
makes Macintosh
even more affordable.
These reasons all add up to
the power of Macintosh.
The power to be your best®

•ftm l on a survey 1i rxluird bv Computer Intdhgmce in Fcbcuaiy 1991

For further information visit

The College Store
Lower Level - Student Center Building
© 1991 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the Apple logo. LocalTalk. Macintosh, and “The power to be your best are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc
Su|k.‘rD m e is a trademark of Apple Gxnputer, Inc IBM and OS/2 arc registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation MS-DOS is a registered trademark o f Microsoft Corporation
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PUT THE MAGIC OF THE
DISNEY EXPERIENCE
TO WORK FOR YOU!!
N O W IN OUR 10TH A N N IV E R S A R Y YEA R
THE DISNEY EXPERIENCE INCLUDES:
•Over 24 hour« of formal classes

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

•A choice of working In retailing
attractions, hotels, food services
or other W DW cast positions
•Living w ith over 1,0 00 students
from all over the world
•Low coat housing

-Earn college credit

•The excitem ent and fun of Central
Florida during your leisure time

FOUR GOOD REASONS W HY YOU SHOULD GO:
1. Disney is one of America's Top Corporations.
Frequently oitsd in many business publications
for excellence!
2. A good work reference from Disney can greatly
Improve your chances for employment with
any company upon graduation from MSCt
3- There ere abundant employment opportunities
with the Oleney Company and in Central
Florida upon graduation from MSC!
4. Over 2 0 0 M8C/Dlaney Alumni know the above
la trust
DISNEY 18 COMWO TO MSC - BE THERB

WEDS.OCT.2 -4 P.M. RICHARDSON RM 120
N O T *, YOU M UST BE P R ESEN T AT 4 P M . TO
BE E L M IB L E FOR AN H T E R V E W
FO R M O RE «F O R M A T IO N CONTACT,
OR. JACK SAMUELS - S B S -rO F S
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION - S S S -4 4 E S
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION - THE C O M P E T IT IV E E D O «
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You Can Become A

DOCTOR O F CHIROPRACTIC
F ind O u t H ow ...

HOWARD JOHNSON HOTEL
October 10, 1991 • New Brunswick
10 Livingston Ave. • 7:30 PM
A Palmer College of Chiropractic West
Admissions Representative Will Discuss:

PALMER
WEST
COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC

Santa C lara, CA

Careers in Chiropractic
Palmer W est's Programs & Facilities
Allmissions Procedures & Financial A id Opportunities

For further information on this
Palmer West Student Meeting, call:

Collect 1(800) 442-4476

Planned Parenthood
Essex C ounty
A ffordable W om en’s H ealth Care
Gyn Exams Birth Control Counseling
Infection Treatment Pregnancy Tests
Prompt Appointments-Evening Hours-Bilingual Staff
29 N o. Fullerton A ve.
M ontclair
746-7116
C onvenient Locations also in E. Orange and N ew ark
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Concerning Conservation
The Conservation Club’s weekly column

Green consumerism: consuming us?
Welcome to the first edition of the Con
servation Club’s weekly column. Every week
the club will be reporting on some environ
mental happening or piece of news. This
week’s topic will be about America’s news
marketing craze: green consumerism. As
people become more and more concerned
about the environment, Madison Avenue
has found a marketing strategy. Just as the
health concerns of the 80’s brought ambigu
ous claims such as “light” and “lowfat,” so
too have today’s ecological concerns brought
equally vague and bogus terms such as “bio
degradable” and“environmentally friendly."
This article takes a closer look at the misin
formation behind this latest advertising ploy,
and shows how green consumers can benefit
the environm ent instead o f corporate
America.
One doesn’t have to sit in front of the
tube for very long before seeing commer
cials advertising products that are going to
help the Earth. The message is hitting the
living room. A recent market research poll
found that 89 percent of Americans are
concerned about the impact the products
they purchase are having on the environ
ment. More than half say they decline to buy
certain products out of concern for the envi
ronment, and 78 percent would pay more for
a product with recyclable materials. With
numbers like these, marketing companies
should be expected to try and ride the wave.
While this has brought a whole lot of
hype, it has also brought with it some defi
nite improvement. A good example of this is
McDonald's, which recently dropped its
polystyrene wrapped clam shells to paper
wrappers and its chlorine- bleached bags for
unbleached bags. Other examples are the
growth of stores like the Body Shop and
products like dolphin-safe tuna. Marcal pa
per is now making its paper towels from 100
percent recycled, unbleached paper. (Of
course a sponge will still beat out any paper
towel, and they’re also cheaper.)
Along with these honest to goodness
improvements are a host of misleading coun
terparts. Much of this is because they are
using terms that are meaningless and have
no legal definition. Included in this would
be such term s as “ environm entally
friendly,” “ recyclable,” “ biodegradable”
and “ CFC-free.” The term “ green con
sumer” is in itself a bit of an enigma because
anything produced takes some environmen
tal toll. Nothing on our store shelves could
be lOOpercentenvionmentallyfiriendly. And
it is important to note that some of the most
misleading green advertising is not being
done by small individual businesses but by
large companies who want to boost their
image.
Theoretically, anything is recyclable but
the fact is that the only consumer items
actually being recycled are paper, glass and
metal. No method has been found to eco
nomically recycle plastic, so it is usually
made into a second-use material like plastic
wood or packaging filler.
Many garbage bag companies claim thenproducts are biodegradable, but that is not at
all the case. All they are doing is putting a
type of com starch that can be eaten by
microorganisms into the plastic. This means

the plastic will just fall apart in little pieces
but will not break down into elements that
can be reabsorbed into the environment.
Most aerosol cans now either have
"ozone-friendly" or "CFC-free" written on
them. All this means is that instead of con
taining CFC (chlorofluorocarbons that eat
away the ozone layer), they have CFC-22.
Chemically it is very similar and does al
most as much damage to the ozone, but
technically it is not CFC.
Oil companies advertise working on a
cleaner burning fuel that will give off less
pollution than normal gasoline. These same
companies are also lobbying hard in Wash
ington to keep the money spent for public
transportation as low as possible to insure
people will still have to drive cars. Dow
Chemical has a commercial showing new
employees about to embark on an Earth
saving career. But, just like many other
chemical companies, Dow has been found
guilty of repeated violations of environmen
tal protection and public health laws.
Coors gave away several thousand dol
lars to clean water groups in Colorado, but
spent hundreds of dollars trying to weaken
the state's Clean Water Act when it came up
for reauthorization. Even more alarming,
Coors had to pay fines for polluting assorted
waterways.
Star Kist recently advertised how the
dolphin is such an incredible animal and
how its tuna was “dolphin-safe.” What they
don’t mention is that until a boycott of tuna
caused their profits to drop, they were buy
ing tuna that had been caught at the expense
of dolphins.
Unfortunately, these are not exceptions.
A recent Harvard business school study
found that two-thirds of the Fortune 500
companies have been charged with serious
crimes ranging from price fixing to illegal
dumping. They cannot be trusted to tell us
what is good for the environment Citizens
and consumers must be able to do that them
selves, and the only way is by becoming
educated and by making some uncomfort
able choices. That means a stop to over
consumption by living without things like
fabric softener, disposable cameras, air fresh
eners, products in aerosol cans, needless
appliances...
Even more important than that is getting
involved. Tell store managers the dangers of
carrying certain products. Get in touch with
elected officials and tell them laws are needed
to limit packaging and to ban the production
of things like polystyrene and freon. Many
products have an 800number for comments.
That is a sure-fire way to air complaints,
hopefully in a big way.
So remember, the next time the televi
sion airs an environmentally slanted adver
tisement, look at it with a doubting eye. The
next time aisle five at the store advertises
something needless, say, “No thanks, it’s
just a waste of money and the environment.”
There are a lot of things individuals
cannot do a whole hell of a lot about, but
preserving the environment is not one of
them. Anyone needing help in contacting
their local officials, stop in the Conservation
Club’s office in room 120 of the Student
Center. Bring any questions or comments.

invites you to
challenge
your mind
in a slightly
different
way
OK, so maybe you’ve got your midterms
locked up already.
But can you outsm art the oddsmaker?
If you’re excited by
• the idea of matching wits with Freehold’s expert handicappers
• catching an afternoon of exciting harness racing
• and maybe even making some money
...Freehold’s Your BEST BET for a Good Time!
Here’s a sure bet to get you started - a coupon for free afternoon
admission, parking and program.

Your BEST BET for a GOOD TIME
Routes 9 & 33 • Freehold, NJ • (908) 462-3800
Post time 1:00 PM • Gates Open 11:00 AM
MSC

This pass is good for

EEREE

afternoon admission
parking and
program

Limit of one certificate per person. This certificate may not be
reproduced in any manner. Oder expires December 31,1991

Address

Stale .

Zip

Phone Number .

Secretary for a Doctor's office
part-time 2 days a week 9am-4pm
Most be very bright and quick to learn.
Must be an "A” student
No experience necessary.
FUJNG-FHONE WORK- INSURANCE FORMS.
$10 an hour to start
Call (201) 569-2988.
jCUI between &90 and 4pm ONLY.
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THEATRE ON PODOL
from Kiev, USSR

School of Fine & Performing Arts
Office of Special Projects
and Cultural Programming

Thursday October 3 ,8 :0 0 pm
- “Midsummer Night’s Dream
Friday, October 4,8:00 pm
‘Vertep”
Saturday, October 5,8:00 pm
“Sophocles, Shakespeare, Brecht”
Box Office: (201) 893-5112
Tickets: Faculty/Staff $8, Students $6

jptagimmaiiiiidm3nftiuigi

Voting: Sept. 30-Dct. Vin the SCfrom1D-Zpm
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MONTCLAIR STATE

A STAR IS BORN
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
DOUBLE FEATURE

GAME
SPORTS BAR
595-8778
198 Belmont Ave. Haledon

&
WILLIAM PATERSON'S
ULTIMATE COLLEGE BAR!!!
CHEAPEST DRMK AND BEER PRICES NTHE STATE!
Only 10 min. from MSC
Take Rt. 46W to Union Blvd (Totowa). Make a right onto Union to end. Make a
right onto W. Broadway to 1st light Make a left onto Belmont A » -4 blocks down
on the right. Free parking available in gas station across the street_________

D A IL Y S P E C I A L S AT T H E G A M E R O O M
Wednesday

Ladles Nlgnt
$1.50 Drinks for the

3-7pm

Ladies

$1 Drafts

m m m m
HALFTIME BUFFET

Friday.
tIAPPYHOUR

$1 DRAFTS-CoHege Football all day and night

Saluda/&Sunday

$1 DRAFTS-50C Hotíogs-Giants & Jets and more 1-7pm

WANTTOWAIVETHATSPEECHGER?

G ib so n in
kD M A X
6 :3 0 P M

Register for the speech
Waiver/Piacement Evaluation
on Monday September 30, or
Thursday October 3.
This evaluation is a service
offered to MSC students to
determine if they can waive the
Speech Communication
Requirement
Times o f registration are 10:00
to 5:00, and 6:00 to 8:00. The
registration table will be
outside die Speech and Theatre
Office, Room A126, Life Hall.
Registration fee is $ 20.
For further information, contact
Ruth Leopold, 893-421?.

R o b e rt B e n iro
Jo d ie F o s te r in
9 :0 0 PM

Calcia Auditorium, L135 - Sponsored by RHA, The Montclarion
(Class One of the SGA) & Office of Student Activities
FREE ADMISSION!!!

S ponsored by th e M U S IC D E P A R T M E N T

p a re ri £>^

Voting Times
Sept. 30-Oct. 4
10am-2pm
Student Center
<--l

j i

t

_

H O M EC O M IN G Q UEEN
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B u d get figures are too op tim istic
IV Io n tc la rio n
113 Student Center Annex
893-5169
T h e M o n tc la rio n is a C la s s O n e
O rg a n iz a tio n o f th e S G A
E D IT O R IA L P O L IC Y
BOARD
Editor-in-Chief
Jo h n T ib b e tts

M anaging

Editor

Valerie Kalfrin

Editorial

Page

Editor
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D aw n A v ag lian o ................... Photo
R.A. C am p o s.......................... News
Eric E rb........................................ Arts
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K aren Lee S tra d fo rd ........... Copy

MSC’s $65 million budget proposal has
been approved by the Board of Trustees, but
don’t think we’re actually going to receive
the requested figure. Remember, this is only
a proposal. One we make every year. This
year we are asking the state for a whopping
$43 million (MSC makes up the difference).
And every year the state trims it down to a
more realistic figure.
It’s like a used car salesman trying to sell
you a banged up Yugo for $ 1,000 more than
you know it’s worth. So you say to him,
“Wasn’t this car rated fairly high by Money
magazine as a good buy last year? But when
they conducted an actual test instead of a
survey, its rating dropped some 400 spots?”
(If you read last week'sMSCratedby Money
and New Jersey Monthly you’d know the
Yugo is a metaphor for MSC).
The beginning of the semester is a time
to be optimistic about figures. Vice presi
dent of Finances Tom Auch said as much.
(See pg. 1)
Now think about President Reid’s prom
ise of not raising tuition more than one

dollar per credit. Think the figure is a little
optimistic?
Again, level-headed Auch emphasized
that the tuition increase is up to the state’s
response to the proposal. It’s typical poli
tics. The boss promises you things that sound
too good to be true, and his underling has to
tell you the bad news: they probably are.
Student tuition (not including student
fees) covers approximately 30 percent of the
budget, and tuition has gone up annually for
the past eleven years. The peculiar thing
about the FY '93 proposal is that it assumes
the state will give us the full $43 million so
our tuition won't increase that year. We are
asking for $9 million more than FY '91 from
a state hit with a recession. Do you really
think we will get the $43 million?
If we don’t get the full amount, then who
will make up the difference? The students
will. And the tuition increase will probably
be much more than the dollar Reid prom
ised.
What is particularly frustrating is that
our tuition may be raised not for our educa

tion, but for the administration's lofty aspi
rations with their Master Plan construction.
Why do they insist on improving the
school’s cosmetics when there is a hiring
freeze on campus? We have a lack of teach
ers, packed classrooms and limited course
selections. The already hurting Campus
Police has had their staff reduced by six.
They even have a new procedure to deal
with the personnel shortage: for a crime
such as a theft, you now fill out the forms
and return them.
We've said it before -- let’s build from
the inside first and then worry about looks.
It seems the administration has been watch
ing too many Saturday Night Live repeats
and is taking Fernando Lamas' sayings too
seriously. After all, is it really better to look
good than to feel good?
If you have strong views and wish to
express them weekly, contact the Edito
rial Page Editor for a possible weekly or
bi-weekly opinion column. 893-5169.
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Quote of the
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We have not reduced applicants to
MSC toanequation. Admissionsismore
of an ail than a science because we are
dealing with people's lives.
-Dr. Alan Beuchler
Director of Admissions
(Pg. 1)
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By Kevin Colligan

3rd DEGREE
Lowly Thefts
This week I had planned to write about the Orwelian
antics of the Residence Life Association (bag checks, any
one?). Those plans, howeyer^wentupjn smoke lastJSalur-

day night when, upon returning from dinner with my girl
friend, my message board was missing from my door. At
first I assumed it had fallen off and been retrieved by my
roommate. It turns out that that was not the case. It had been
stolen. I know what you’re thinking: who cares? I’ll be the
first to admit the theft of a message board is not exactly a
case for T.J. Hooker. But it certainly is a nuisance-a com
pletely unnecessary nuisance.
I, like most MSC students (at least those living in Bohn
Hall), have heard of the rash of burglaries which occurred
over last year’s Thanksgiving break. The thieves involved,
we at Bohn Hall have been assured, were caught and no
longer remain at MSC. There seems to be no reason to be
overly concerned about burglary. Perhaps not, but my
experience Saturday proved to me that a certain breed of
thief still lurks the halls of our college. This breed just

By Doug Bly

Ely's Cries
G reek s an d S p ecia l P ro g ra m m in g
Many people came up to me after reading my article last
week and said, “Doug, I think that your editorial was really
good and it’s about time someone said something. But do
you honestly think that you are going to get any results? I
mean, this is the administration we’re talking about.”
I replied, “No.”
Although a meeting between the administration and
Clove residents could be extremely beneficial in addressing
issues at hand, a clear importance is getting the points out in
the open for all to read and respond to.
The point is that we are all relying on others to create
benefits for ourselves. It is only when we take matters into
our own hands that anything gets done. In other words, when

happens to come from a much lower rung o f the evolution
ary ladder.
With a little imagination, it is quite easy to reconstruct
the crime. Free from its primordial radix, the worm decides
to pass its lonely Saturday evening roaming the undisturbed
corridors of Bohn Hall. Adrift on the twelfth floor, some
thing catches its eye - my message board. Its simple nervous
system must have been mesmerized by the dazzling, fluo
rescent color. In that instant, the grub knew he must possess
it! Approaching slowly, surely cowering from the light, he
reached the door and sweatily plucked off the board before

By Tim Lawton

Tim's
Thoughts

...O n Abortion:

Abortion is one of the most controversial and dividing
issues of our time. If I were dictator of the United States I
would make it illegal. But thank God I ’m not dictator and do
not have that burden on my shoulders.
The point of my editorial is not to discuss whether or not
abortion should be legal or not. I think that most of the real
issues pertaining to abortion are ignored: the responsibility
to the consequences of one's own actions, and the determi
nation of whether the fetus is a human and when life begins.
Until more research is done, the questions surrounding these
issues pertain more to belief and morality rather than knowl
edge.
If a fetus is human, then to take its life is murder. Does
a fetus become human when it is bom? That seems absurd.
That would mean a baby is a person at its birth but merely
a fetus an hour before it was bom. What is the difference?
A cut umbilical cord? That’s not a significant enough reason
to call the unborn baby a thing rather than a person.
The dependence on the mother is what many consider to
be the key in determining when the unborn becomes a being
unto itself. Again there are many faults with this line of
thinking. An unborn is dependent on its mother from the
inside. If that dependence made it inhuman, then we should
be able to kill children until such a time when they are able
to take care of themselves. Babies are dependent upon their
mother or other people for survival. So at the very least
barring, extra-ordinary circumstances, to kill an unborn
child that could survive outside the womb is murder. In
some states this is legal. That’s what the big hoopla in
Witchita, Kansas is about.
bellying to safety.
So, if it is wrong to abort a fetus at any time during
Imagine the glee! What a heist! This lowly creature was
pregnancy, this means it becomes human in the womb. But
now in possession of a message board with a retail value of
when? I wish I had a factual answer. This I do not have.
$1.59. Of course, this simple invertebrate would be far too
Groups that support keeping abortion legal are widely
fearful to hang the board on his own door. That would risk known as pro-choice. I do not think the real choice is
exposure. Instead, he will have to content himself with whether to have an abortion or not. The real choice should
countless retellings of the heroic deed to his spellbound be to have sex or not. As long as two people understand the
friends.
possible consequences of sex, it is their obligation to bear
It is anyone’s guess what the worm’s next caper will be.
the responsibility of their actions. Any time people have sex
He may be eyeing that poster you hung on your door. Or they are risking the chance of conceiving a child. This is
perhaps he’s moved on to the communal bathroom, where because no form of contraceptive is 100 percent effective. I
he’s clogging the toilets with toilet paper or peeing on the think it safe to say very few women who become pregnant
floor. Unable to inflict serious damage or pain, his is the can say they don’t know how this happened. If you cannot
realm of annoyance, annoyance that both you and I must deal with the consequences, don’t have sex. We are not
endure.
animals who have no self control.
Sad for you and me. Sadder still for the worm.
Other reasons for abortion are even more unreasonable.
It has been said that most of these babies would be born to
poor teen mothers who do not want them so their lives wou Id
be hell anyway. That's great. So we kill them. There’s a real
solution. Does that mean the middle and upper classes
the administration would like to see some "special program should go into the barrio and ghettos like the grim reaper and
ming" occur on campus, more often than not they come to put the poor out of their misery?
From what I see most poor people are happier than the
Greeks to get the job done. (I am using Greeks here as a
wealthy.
Shouldn’t these children be given the right to live?
vehicle to reach other points). Yet, it is when the "special
Give
them
a chance to make a life out of whatever situation
programming" is complete, and successful, I might add, that i
they’re
thrown
into.
the Greeks' requests proposals fall on deaf ears. When we
The
problem
is not people getting abortions. The prob
want or need something it seems to be too much for the
lem
in
most
cases
is the carelessness that got them into the
administration to handle at that time; which is usually the
position
to
get
one.
Many girls do have to make this decision
case. Some have made efforts, but not enough.
on
their
own.
I
think
this is unfair since they did not get
This brings me to my next point. Semester in and
pregnant
alone.
I
know
this won’t go over well with most
semester out we all fail to reach our highest potentials. This
people,
but
maybe,
just
maybe, we could exercise some
is besides the triumphs within the organizations that we
control
and
be
more
choosy
about when and who we have
conquer. For example (and if I am wrong at least there will
sex
with.
Because
if
a
fetus
is
a
human, then many people are
be food for thought), when was the last mixer (social
committing
murder.
function) between a predominantly black and predomi
If abortion is to stay legal, it must be by popular consent.
nantly white organization? If there has been, then where is
If
it
does remain legal, the least we can do is do all we can
the consistency behind that concept? Sorry folks, one time
to
cut
down the number of abortions.
does not do it all, but it is a significant start.
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Hey.
Maybe I have arrived
and am still (vicariously
through this column) on the
editorial page. I have not
L e t I t B l e e d and P a c k e d /
seen last week's issue and
do
not know if my column
Rotating Classrooms
was published or n o t How
ever, I was under the im
pression that it would be
moved from the esteemed Arts and Entertainment section to (read this in a deep, booming,
omnipotent voice) EDITORIAL PAGE. Surprisingly, this constitutes a promotion of
sorts. I have, in essence, been rewarded for not writing about records even though I
ostensibly said I would. Also notice the title remains the same: RECORD IRREVER
ENCE. There was concern expressed regarding whether I would need to retitle this
| column. I maintained that if I still did not write about records I could keep the old workable
title. If it works, don’t fix it. But, if it does not work, fix it. Fix this:
The Rolling Stones in their Let It BleedLP indicate that “...there will always be a space
jin my parking lot...” * Sadly, this is a tenet not adhered to by the administration at MSC,
who has taken to distributing parking lot maps to the student body, hoping to prevent last
week's incident where two geology students in a Toyota ran out of gas just this side of
Toledo after missing the exit sign west of lot 23.
However, lack of parking spaces is not the only space limitation that troubles the
unconcerned MSC administration. My contract law class (LSPR-1402-0306) has been
assigned a classroom smaller than President Reid’s office. G113B, a converted closet/
classroom, is not sufficiently suitable in size to accommodate the 30-some odd students
assigned to aforesaid class. In essence we play musical classrooms, alternating between
rooms G113B, G211, and G110.
Only an arbitrary, autocratic and inadequate administration would assign a contract
law class to an insufficient classroom. This in itself constitutes failure of consideration.
As a contract law student, I am privy to the concept of consideration. By failing to provide
an adequate learning environment, i.e. a sufficiently-sized classroom to fit the students,
the administration has created a situation where a cause of action is both applicable and
feasible.
Black’s Law Dictionary defines failure of consideration: “As applied to notes,
contracts, conveyances, etc., this teim does not necessarily mean a want of consideration,
but implies that a consideration, originally existing and good, has become worthless or has
ceased to exist or been extinguished, partially or entirely.”
Understand that a contract does exist between MSC and each and every student in my
contract law class. Once again, I am in awe of the incredulous ineptitude exhibited by the
MSC administration, that is, if they are going to annul the contractual implied rights of an
adequate learning facility in an atmosphere conductive to learning, then I would have
assumed that they would not have chosen to annul these rights in a contract law class that
is knowledgeable of their blatant failure of consideration.
Go figure.
* Yes, that was the record part.

A t e a / Dougherty's

R eco rd Irreverence

B ly 's C ries from pg. 17

I mean, let's put the meat on the table:
Greeks are a driving force on this campus as
well as countless others. It is just that this
campus community is so focused to work on
our weaknesses that we often forget what
our strengths are. We should start every
semester fresh and capitalize on the previ
ous semesters’ triumphs.
Psychologists call this stage theory: one
cannot go to a higher level without master
ing the one before it. If the administration
would like to have our institution’s name
grow, then rumors of banning Greeks should
cease because we are the ones who take
advantage of the programming, as well as
program a large portion of this college’s
activities. So by building a name, one should
keep what works well by taking initiative.
Remember, if it isn't broken, don't fix it.

However, do not forget that this campus
is a sample of what is in the "real world". We
carry lies, hate, prejudice and other negative
symbols. Do not fool yourself into thinking
that it is any different "out there" as it is in
here because it is not.
Yet, if we can all start right here and now
with all of the things that we have talked
about doing, then perhaps we can make a
difference in a world of lacking standards
and insecurity, one probably causes the other.
It is this transition that is the hardest, but it
is also easily manipulated for what we want
it to be. Then we can master that next level.
We have too much to share, experience and
leam from each other.
I hope you can read into this as opposed
to just reading it. How about we all give for
once and stop letting others do it. If you do
not know how, then ask. And if you do not
know who to ask, then ask me because I give
a DAMN.
Thank you.

H ave som eth in g to say?
Well drop us a line and share
your views with the campus.
(Student Center Annex Room 113)

Letter...

AT&T Defends ACUS
As an alumna of MSC and the AT&T
representative for MSC, it has been very
upsetting to me that the newly implemented
phone system has not been working to both
AT&T and student expectations.
I would like to clarify the situation, ad
dress the disturbing editorial, “Beep, beep,
beep,” (which did not provide factual infor
mation), and offer a light at the end of the
tunnel.
First, we have been doing everything
possible to try and offer relief from all those
“busies”. We have re-routed some traffic to
allow for access to more lines. However, the
system was installed with a pre-determined
amount of lines. The amount of lines in
stalled was based upon a study which we
performed. We have a very sophisticated
program which takes into account the amount
of students and their demographics to deter
mine calling patterns and usage. This pro
gram then recommends the amount of out
side lines required to support the students.
Obviously, MSC did not fit the “norms” of
this program. ACUS has provided this ser
vice across the nation for over 200,000 stu
dents and they have never experienced this
type of problem. We are not making ex
cuses. We are only saying that we took the
proper steps to avoid this type of problem,
but they failed much to our surprise.
We have initiated a study which is being
compiled this week. It will indicate to us
how many calls were attempted and failed.
This will give us a clear picture as to how
many lines MSC actually needs to meet the
demand.
An important note: in last week’s edito
rial, the writer portrayed an emergency situ
ation and the likelihood of not receiving
assistance because they received a busy
signal. This would not happen. You will
NOT get a a busy signal when dialing on
campus (unless the person is on the phone).
If there were an emergency, I would hope
that campus police would be called by dial
ing ONLY four digits.

Second, this system was not installed as
an afterthought as indicated in last week’s
editorial. In fact, providing service to the
students was the primary reason for MSC
choosing the system. The college did not
want to disturb service mid-year when the
administration/faculty service was put in

place, and thought it better to install the
system at the beginning of the semester.
Third, we currently have more phone
lines on order. It is not as easy as the article
seems to imply. We have to order the lines
from NJ Bell. We asked for an expenditure
due to the situation, but NJ Bell currently
does not have facilities in place to accom
modate the request. The planned date for
these additional lines is September 30 with
more to follow in October.
We share in your frustration and realize
how difficult it has been to make calls. Ed
Buscavage has informed us that MSC will
be waiving the seven dollar monthly charge
this month due to the circumstances.
We feel confident that as we add more
lines, the situation will greatly improve.
Students will benefit from the NO start-up
costs, reduced rates, 24 hours access to
billing info, international dialing (if re
quested), personal billing, call waiting and
in the future, possible voice mail for each
student.
Lastly, the article implied that you could
only spend $100 a month for phone usage.
That is the default amount set by MSC. If
you require a higher threshold, simply con
tact ACUS.
You have been very patient while we
have been working to resolve the situa
tion—THANK YOU!
Shortly, everything should resume to
normal and you’ll be glad you stayed with
the system.

Judy Fortunato
AT&T Representative

Letter...

You Can Graduate In Four
It has been ten years since I graduated
and a similar number of years since I read
The Montclarion. One of my relatives works
on campus and I asked that he bring me a
copy of The Montclarion. I am pleased to
say that it is as good or even better than it was
when I knew the people who were writing
the articles and editorials.
It seems that the president of the college
answers questions about as well as the man
who was president when I was at MSC. As
for Dr. Jean Armstrong being on the faculty,
a very bad move. Parking is still a night
mare, and it will get worse with the library
construction. An excellent article on water
fountains. What an outrageous story about
the Campus Police confiscating film. You
better do something about that. We would
have! College policy on alcohol at Clove
Road - still a mess. One and a half pages of
cartoons - interesting. What, no letters to the
editor?

One big thing that was a source of great
embarrassment when I was at MSC seems to
happen more frequently now. I refer to the
situation or condition which was covered on
page nine of the September 19,1991 issue,
that of extra semester seniors. (My sister
goes to another public college in New Jersey
and she refers to these people as “super
seniors.”) My brother and a close friend of
mine took an extra semester to graduate.
Both sets of parents were quite upset. It still
is a topic which is not discussed.
I hate to preach, but I think that it is
reasonable to expect a student to finish in
four years. It took me four years to earn 138
credits, several more than were required to
complete my major and fulfill all the other
requirements. While at MSC, I was quite
active in several Class One organizations,

Please Turn to Page 19
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Letter...

Letter...

No Resident Lot
This letter is in response to the “Share the ‘Wealth’”
editorial in the September 12, 1991 edition of The
Montclarion. The author claims that residents’ cars remain
sedentary for four or five days at a time. Residents do not sit
in their rooms and soak up the atmosphere provided by the
lovely Residence Life curtains and the concrete walls.
Many, if not most, residents have off-campus jobs. Resi
dents also have social lives which require the use of a car.
The author’s suggestion of parking further away from the
residence halls does not take into consideration the personal
safety of residents who may need to return to the residence
hall late at night. Many of the lower parking lots and paths
to and from them are not well lit. The lamps that do exist are
not sufficiently maintained. Often vandals break them or
they bum out. How safe can a female resident feel returning
to her room after a long night at work? Shuttle buses do not
run past 10:30 p.m. and it is difficult to call for a police escort
without a cellular phone.
This campus is our home. I ’m sure that the commuters
don’t park a mile away from their houses when they go
home. We don’t mind the long walks (the exercise is great)
and the security of our cars isn’t our first concern. We must
protect people as they travel through dangerous paths late
at night.
I was a commuter for one semester. I accepted the fact
that I would be parking far away from my classes and
allowed an extra fifteen to twenty minutes (in addition to a
two hour commute) so that I could walk to class from a spot
near the field house. We all must accept the fact that a
“good” parking space is probably not available during the
day and head straight for lot 28 (Clove Road). It only takes
fifteen minutes to walk to campus from this lot, or we could
wait for the red and white sardine cans to roll around.
1‘
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Jew s Stand W ith B lack s
I am a proud American who is also a proud Puerto Rican
Jew who lives in the great town of Teaneck, N. J. I lived my
whole life in Teaneck and I ’ve seen and experienced how
well blacks and Jews really get along. Excuse the cliché but
some of my best friends are black, as well as white, oriental,
Muslim, Jewish, and so on. Most black Americans that I
have known are intelligent, nice and overall good people.
But my letter is not refering to the majority of black
Americans. It is refering to the small percentage of blacks
that hinder race relations and cause much of the social unrest
in the area.
It has been said, “The Jews are the best friends the blacks
have.” I believe it. The reason is twofold:
1. When it comes to suffering, discrimination and being
treated in a derogatory second class way, nobody knows
more about this than the Jewish people. The original slaves
in Egypt were Jews (by the way, since Egyptians were
“black”, that makes the original slavemasters black!!!). Six
million Jews murdered in the Holocaust. There was the
Spanish Inquisition. Arabs/Muslims have been killing Jews
throughout history. Iraq fired SCUDmissiles at heavy civil
ian populated ares of Israel. And the modern day attacks in
Crown Heights, Eastern Europe and all over the world are
further examples. We understand discrimination and its
deadly effects, and we fight it because we know what
happens when it spreads like a cancer.
2. Jews also supported blacks because it is the under
standing that if you can get away with discrimination, hatred
and second-class status with one group of people, you can
also do it to another group of people. To help black people
fight discrimination is to help all mankind, all Americans,
and all Jews.
That is why Jews support the civil rights movement and

.it

Kathryn E. DeGraaff
Senior!Chemistry

Graduate from pg. 18
namely WMSC-FM, Class One Concerts and College Life
Union Board. I also worked nearly every weekend. I was not
a Rhodes Scholar, but I did graduate with a 3.0 GPA.
If you are unable to register for classes due to lack of
space, then you should tell the administration that more
sections need to be opened up. If, however, the students are

able to register for the classes and still take more than four
years to graduate, then there must be another problem. How
many credits do you need to graduate? Surely if you take 15
credits each semester, you could complete a 120 to 130
credit undergraduate degree in four years!

Chris Budesa
B.S. Biology 1981

fight against all forms of discrimination. That is why the
Jewish community spent millions of dollars, gave legal
support (lawyers, etc.), marched along hand in hand with
blacks and were murdered by the racists who tried to prevent
the civil rights movement. The Jewish community sacri
ficed a lot of money, time, effort and even our lives to
support the civil rights movement. We have always treated
blacks as our friends and equals.
But what do we get in return from the followers of such
anti-semetic black leaders as “Rev.” Sharpton, “Rev.”
Farrakhan, “Rev.” Daughtry, “Prof.” Jefferies and Sonny
Carson? We get bullets shot through out temples, a murder
of an innocent Jewish bystander, rock and bottle throwing at
Jewish people, looting of Jewish businesses, threats of
violence, harassments during prayers and peaceful marches,
and quotes such as “HymieTown," "Six Million More," and
"Gutter Religion." Unfortunately, some black Americans
have exploited the Jewish communities friendship and
stabbed us in the back by using the Jews as a scapegoat for
their frustrations.
Well I say if you need a scapegoat, look in the mirror and
blame yourselves. Blame yourselves for the one parent
families whose irresponsible fathers left them for one rea
son or the other, the high-drop out rate among blacks in
schools, the high amount of black males that go to jail and
not to school or work. Fifty percent of all murders are
committed by blacks and most crimes are commited by
blacks on blacks!
Don’t blame the Jews for your problems. Blame your
selves! I will even go as far as to say that blacks can also
blame the white liberal who has treated the black population
like children, guiding, controlling, feeding, clothing and
patronizing them in a maimer that on the thin outside
proclaims we want to help, but underneath really says you
are not capable and only we know what is best for you.
In conclusion, Jews are sick of being history’s scapegoat
and we will not be silent anymore. As the march in Teaneck
recently proved, we will stand up against Jew bashing. As
history shows, the Jews want nothing but peace and respect
for each other. “Don’t believe the hype” about the “Evil
Jewish Race” preached by the aforementioned black lead
ers. We support the rights of blacks and all Americans to be
treated equally. But we will not allow anyone to take away
our rights or use us as scapegoats. I hate to say this, but it
seems to me that the brown shirts are still around and I say
to them, never again!!!!

Matthew J. Swartz
Senior!Physical Education

Letter...

L eave Flyers A lone
We would like to express our opinion on a matter
concerning all Greek organizations. We are not trying to
point the finger, or denounce anyone in particular.
Recently, some incidents have shown that it is important
to stress that Greek advertisement should not be tampered
with by any other organization or person. Respecting each
other is what every Greek organization should stand by.
Without this we become isolated and we will never achieve
common goals. If there is any discrepancy regarding the
posting of flyers it would be greatly appreciated if the matter
is taken up with the particular organization. By jumping to
any unadvised conclusion, the perpetrator of this act be
comes an ambassador for their whole organization.
To avoid any further misconceptions we must take it
upon ourselves to go through the proper channels. By doing
this one can never be wrong. Instead, always know that they
were right no matter what the outcome.
Fraternally yours,

Join The Montclarion

Janet Jaramillo
Supported by:

Sigma Delta Phi a n d Iota Gamma Xi
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CLASS ONE CONCERTS
presents...

BEFORE TRUSTING TOUR FUTURE
TO ANY COMPANY, ASK FOR
SOME LETTERS OF REFERENCE.
ou put more than just y o u r savings
into a retirem ent company. You put
in y o u r tru st and hopes for the future,
too. So before y o u choose one, ask some
questions. H ow stable is th e com pany?
H ow solid are its investm ents? H ow sound
is its overall financial health?
A good place to start looking for answ ers
is in the ratings of ind ep en d en t analysts.
T hree com panies, all w idely recognized
resources for finding out how stro n g a
financial services com pany really is, gave
T1AA th eir top grade.

Y

LN T H E FIN A L A N A LY SIS, TIA A
IS L E T T E R -P E R F E C T .

2,200 nationw ide, that received these
highest marks.
C R E F. F O U R M O R E L E T T E R S
E V E R Y O N E S H O U L D KNOW.
For fu rth er g ro w th potential and d iv e rsi
fication. there's the C R E F variable a n n u ity
w ith four different investm ent acco u n ts to
give you the flexibility y ou w ant as y ou
save for the future.
Together, TIAA and C R E F form the
nation's largest private retirem ent system ,
w ith over $95 billion in assets a nd m ore
th an 7 0 y ears of experience serving the
education community. F o r over one million
people nationw ide, the only letters to
rem em ber are TIAA-CREF.

TIAA received A + from A.M. Best Co..
AAA from S tan d ard & Poor s and Aaa
I--------------------------------------from M oody's Investors Service. These
SEN D NOW FO R A F R E E
ratings reflect TIAA s reliable claims-paying 1 R E T IR E M E N T IN V E S T M E N T KIT,
I
including a Special R e p o rt on T IA A investm ents.
ability, exceptional financial strength,
|
.Mail this coupon io: T IA .V C R K K . D ept. Q C .
su p erio r investm ent perform ance, and low
.” 30 T h ird Avenue. N e w Y ork. N Y 1001/. O r call
|
I 800-842-2733. Ext. 8016.
expenses. With its g u aran teed rate ol retu rn
and o p p o rtu n ity for dividends, TIAA is
one o f less than ten com panies, out ol

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it“
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Class One Concerts is a Class I organization o f the

Vote
Jennifer Dubroski
for
1991 HOMECOMING QUEEN
VOTING:
Sept. 3Q-Oct. 4
Student Center
ID needed
.' .. wv. .. <. N
..:v:v

Sponsored by:
PHI SIGMA PI
PM Sigma PI Is a C lass IV of the SQA
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CAFE MONTCLAIR
Class one concerts presented

OPEN MIKE NIGHT
last w eek as part of Cafe Montclair,
an on going series of entertainm ents
in the Rathskeller (once an on-campus bar) every Thursday night. D e
rek Pinkham & Ian C lark,right,
found comfort in their beer, and
Peggy Bane, below , gave a hum or
ous redition of ’’Puff the M agic

Coming Up in the Cafe:
September 26
CLUB Karoke Sing-along

October 10
CLUB A ll-star C om edy N ight

October 24
M edieval Society's Royal C oro
nation

October 31
RHA H allow een E xtravaganza

November 7
CLUB A ll-Star C om edy N ight
All Photos by Beverly Mastereon
■v M
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IS SPEAKS
More Brilliant than Buddha;
More Enlightening than Edison
B y Kris C. Ferraro
r Voice of the Beehive — Honey
[¡^¡Lingers — London
It seems the girls have found
some love in this cruel world after all, but it
is not all smooth sailing on this new LP,
either. Those of you who have heard the
Beehive sisters before know that they sing of
love gone wrong at the hands of terrible
demons (otherwise known as men — fancy
that!). But they’ve mellowed a bit here —
they’re in luvw and have exposed their in
sides for all to see. And after you start moving
to the beat and jumping up and down while
singing, it seems like all is right in the world.
With clear guitars and lush, layered vocals,
Voice of the Beehive is the new B-52’s with
great songs. “Just Like You,” a clever and
humorous love song, contains a groovin’
horn section and “Perfect Place” is strung
with crystal piano. I suppose the use of seven
very different producers has helped their sound
stay diverse, but their talent lies in the hook
— after hearing them once, you walk around
for a week humming every note! It’s such a
dreamy kind of record that it would be easy to
miss the underlying confusion and bitterness.
While being distracted by the cover version
of ABBA’s “I Diink I Love You,” it’s fair to
say that heartache is still an issue (and isn’t it
for all of us, any way?). They tackle the dilem
mas of the Modern Woman in the first single,
“Monsters and Angels”: “I ’m nobody’s wife
and I’m nobody’s baby / I like it that way,
well, then again, maybe.” “Look At Me”
centers around our society’s appalling nar
cissism and even the greed of televangelists!
“Perfect Place” laments over abused children
and the unfairness of life, while “I ’m Shoot
ing Cupid” could console the most ruptured
of hearts. Slicker than previous material, the
words are still raw, the statements made and
the point well-taken — one can be enlight
ened and entertained.
Joan Jett and the Blackhearts —

'¿^Notorious — Epic
Joan Jett’s latest release in a
long line of commercial rock albums is fi
nally getting attention by college radio even
though her style has remained pretty consis
tent. The first single, “Backlash,” co-written
and performed with Paul Westerberg of The
Replacements, is the reason for the fervor and
with good reason. This song alone is worth
the price of a CD. Featuring Westerberg’s
cutting guitar and with Jett’s vocals taking on

new dimensions of desperation, I ’m left feel
ing moved while tapping my foot and shaking
my hips. I wish I could say that the rest of the
album can compare, but it can’t. Maybe Jett
should spend more time with Westerberg and
less collaborating with hit-maker Desmond
Child (as she did on five other songs). The
only growth she seems to have made isfinally
releasing an album with no, I repeat, no cover
songs. True, Notorious does contain a new
version of her old Runaways song “Wait 4
Me,” but it’s also the only song she wrote
alone (and I guess it deserves mentioning that
I prefer her Runaways version). “The Only
Good Thing (You Ever Said Was Goodbye)”
is grungy rock ‘n ’ roll with a heavy hand-clap
sound, and it proves that she hasn’t quite lost
her bite yet. I think after years of battling the
“girls-can’t-rock ‘n’ roll” sexist music busi
ness crap, she finally feels victorious enough
to let her hair down. “Lie To Me” is a breathy
and sad love song woven with jaded mo
ments: “In the morning, we can do an inven
tory of our history / But fornow , lie to me.”
“Don’t Surrender,” inspired by Jill Ireland’s
cancer fight is full of hard, pumping guitars
and banner-waving words. “Machismo” is a
truly funny rockabilly song that puts all dem
bu Hies in their place: ‘‘You think you ’re cool,
but you’re not / You’re really insecure” —
yes, those are really the lyrics! All in all, I
expected much more than I got. At times
brilliant but mainly inconsistent, Joan may
just be losing her touch.
1Sinead O ’Connor — My Special

sC hild — CD M axi single —
Chrysalis
No, Miss O ’Connor does not have a new
album out, but she has released a new single
to benefit Kurdish refugees through the Inter
national Red Cross. This slow song full of
pipes and an Irish chamber orchestra is about
her experience with a miscarriage over a year
ago, and as expected, her passionate voice is
both melancholy and enraged. O’Connor is
one of today’s most honest and revealing
songwriters, and this single is a good ex
ample of it. This maxi-single also contains an
instrumental version of “My Special Child,”
which I feel is a waste because O ’Connor’s
voice is what her fans want to hear. In addi
tion, there are live, angry versions of her hit
singles “Nothing Com pares 2 U” and
“Emperor’s New Clothes,” making this a
package very much worth purchasing.

D isillu sioned w ith G N ' R
By P aul D onefski
Use your Illusion, the much
tallyhooed Guns & Roses double
album is finally here. If I don’t
sound excited, you’re right, but I’ll get into
that later. I still feel that if anyone is going to
slap down eight to 15 dollars for a tape or CD,
they should get a thoroughly researched and
objective opinion. If there’s any chance that
someone will weigh my words towards a
decision on an album, they can feel com
forted that they are getting a semi-unpreju
diced, honest opinion.
A little explanation of the ratings: First
the traditional one to five star rating (Poor,
Fair, Good, Excellent, and Classic, respec
tively). Then two numbers, the number of
good tracks to the number of tracks on the
album (say, seven of 10).
The third rating has been debated by me
for quite a while. After the * rating, and the
track rating, there will be one more number.
That is of number of times the album has been
listened to at the time of this publication. This
is important because we’ve all had an album
we couldn’t even finish at first listen but
ended up as a treasured favorite. The end
result will look like this:*** /6of9/7L S N S.
I ’ve been quite angry when I ’ve bought an
album because a reviewer from one of the
great metropolitan dailies or music mags
gave a rave review to a terrible album. I do

this for you because I wish it had been done
for me.
GUNS N ’ ROSES - USE YOUR ILLU
SION I
It seems ironic but all the delays and all
the built-up hype really destroyed any chances
of anything but under-whelming the legions
of GN’R fans. For one thing, this band will
never come any closer than mirroring their
Led Zep/Stones forefathers, and that alone is
quite a tribute. Unfortunately, in trying to
elevate their music to a higher level, they only
show how limited theirmusical skills are. It’s
safe to say that there are no virtuosos in this
lineup, even with new members, drummer
Matt Sorum and keyboardist Dizzy Reed
added on. Slash is a solid guitarist but both his
and the band’s ambition go far beyond their
limited repertoire of riffs and shrieks. Over
all, it’s a winner, but it’s not Appetite for
Destruction.
The first track, "Right Next Door to Hell”
is acceptable and contains the band’s trade
mark of psychotic, isolationist lyrics. Fol
lowing it is 'Dust N ’Bones," perhaps the best
song on both albums. Listen to it and you’re
instantly taken back to the great songs of the
first album. Axl Rose shows off some Blues
touched vocals on the Paul and Linda
McCartney classic cover of "Live and Let
Please turn to page 24

Attention: Bands
& Musical Acts
We are accepting press kits
(demos, biographies, etc.)
for the C1C Band Showcase
on October 17 at 8:30pm.

Interested acts should submit the above
information to the Class One Concerts
office. We are located in the basement
of the Student Center Annex, Rm. #117.
Additional information may be obtained by calling
the C1C office at (201) 893-4478.
Class One Concerts is a Class / organization o f th e ^ M È A

M ontclair Art M useum exhibits NJ's ’lost' beauty
By M aria Russo
Many of us who live in New
Jersey take many of the things that
surround us in our environment for
granted. Most of the time we are just so used
to seeing the same pattern, that we don’t
realize the beauty that lies within. Paul
Weingarten is a artist, and a resident of
Montclair, that has discovered the lost beauty
of our surrounding New Jersey. His exhibit is
being shown at the Montclair Museum.
Weingarten has found inspiration from
observing such things as shorelines, the
Hudson and Passaic Rivers, subways, oil
tanks, and the city of Newark. Through his
eyes and his diverse pallet of colors he has
transformed an ordinary subject into a poetic,
fluid masterpiece. Just about all of his paint
ings are landscapes, but what makes them
unique is their consumption of nature, with
all its transcendental values, emphasizing on
the land and the light of day.
The majority of his paintings are oil on
canvas. They contain a bold radiance that
resembles the long tradition of expression
ism and romanticism. This is obvious in the
intense colors and the exaggerated forms in
his painting. The d ifference betw een
Weingarten’s technique of expressionism and
the historical expressionists, like Van Gogh,
is that Weingarten’s are more joyous and
create a positive force of energy, while ex
pressionists of the 19th century create feel

ings of negativity.
To capture the true beauty of Weingarten’s
work you have to study it from a distance. To
view it up close, one might see a conglomera
tion of thick, swooping strokes trying to en
hance the scene of the city, but from a dis
tance the sight becomes a breathtaking view.
Such paintings as “M anhattan From
Weehawken” is a sight of vivid reds and
yellows of the sun setting behind the city. The
glow of the descending sun reflects off the
waters beneath the bridge, and gives the whole

setting a placid mood. “Clouds over Park in
Newark," is a painting which depicts
Weingarten’s views of the transcendental
values of nature. The sky is of a royal blue,
containing fluffy clouds with hints of purple
and fuchsia swirled within them. The trees
stand tall and full displaying all their impres
sive limbs of greenery, while a path is made
weaving in and out of them for nature lovers
to walk through. Weingarten even can find a
picturesque image by looking atstorage tanks.
In the painting entitled "Storage Tanks, New

ark” he brings across to the viewer these
massive tanks, but creates the context in a
world of strong and delicate teals and aqua
marine blues. Then highlights the background
with a dot of yellow which combined makes
the whole area a magnificent sight.
Weingarten’s work will be on exhibit
now through October 8. His paintings are
something worthwhile to see. Not only are
they uplifting, but they will make you look at
New Jersey in a whole new perspective.

A Paradise of a D ifferent Color
By M ark Loughlitt

f

The first film in a "Sneak Preview his shrimp boat, (no I ’m not kidding) they
Symposium" was called Paradise starbecome good buddies.
ring Don Johnson and Melanie Griffith. The audience reaction was very high with
Upon hearing the title, I expected to see Don their heart strings getting tugged around with
and Melanie get stranded on a deserted is ease. Ahearty round of applause was given as
land. No such luck. Instead we saw a quaint, the closing credits rolled.
Soon after, our guest speaker was intro
little drama about a couple, living in the
country, who take care of a friend’s ten year duced, the producer of Paradise, Patrick
old son during the summer. Later on, we find Palmer. A very droll and reserved man,
out the couple’s two year old son recently Palmerentertained the audience with his frank,
died.
At first, the boy receives nothing but
hostility from Mr. Johnson, who feels threat
ened by him. They slowly get to know each
B y John Baez
other, and after he brings the boy to work on
Murder. Sex. Music. And humor
as lethal as hydrochloric acid. Throw
them into a blender and set it on high
and you have the recipe that Jeffrey Reiner
used to concoct his new film, Blood and
Concrete. In one word this movie is bizarre.
It defies categorizatioa It is at once a thriller
and a comedy; a love story and a whodunnit!
In brief, the story is about Joey Turks, a
drifter, played by Billy Zane (of Dead Calm
and Twin Peaks fame) who gets tangled up in
a murder case. As he tries to find out who the
killer is, he himself gets caught up in a web of
intrigue, involving mobsters, synthetic drugs
and m aniacal hitm en. As the m ovie
progresses, so does the pace. Right when you
think one dilemma is resolved, there is an
other one just around the corner. To give
away any more of the plot would be a sin. For,
that is what makes this (and all good m yster-.
ies) work; the element of surprise.
Throughout the movie, we are presented

amusing anecdotes about the film. One got
the impression the producer didn’t exactly
get along with Johnson. In fact, the most
flattering thing he could force out was, “Don’s
very popular”.
Paradise is quite a departure for Griffith
and Johnson who both give very competent
performances. If you can suspend your disbe
lief that Don Johnson, is a shrimp fisherman
with the world’s most even tan, you should
have a good time.

Blood and concrete mix

f

with dozens of off-beat and often hilarious
characters. They include a little old lady who
talks about rocks, a demented homosexual
bodyguard and a crazed cop, after Joey, right
fully named Det. Dick. However, it is the
character of Mona, aptly played by the intoxi
cating Jennifer Beals (Flashdance), who gives
the film its romantic balance.
One of the unique aspects of this film is
that it is thoroughly saturated with music,
from beginning to end. Punk. Opera. Disco.
Sleazy jazz. Even polka. Director Jeffrey
Reiner has, in essence, been able to make a
musical of the absurd.
However, one should be aware that the
movie overflows with profanity, excessive
violence and disturbing visual images. But
maybe that’s why the film is so appealing, not
to mention self-indulgent. So those of you
who liked David Lynch’s Wild at Heart or
Heathers will love Blood and Concrete. Do
yourself a favor and take a trip into Ne w York
and go see it.

H unger
sponsored by the Home Economics
Date: Tuesday, October i, 1991
Time: 9~3pm

WHt

Where: Student Center Lobby

FrankBade
CariBoflalino
DmRobert*

every Tuesday 3-4pm

• Bring NON-Perishable

the hungry. Food
locatedin Roomno In
Oct 2ndto Oct 14th
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McBain is McLame

D isillu sion ed

By Tom Bond
McBain is a film of extrem e

Die." The song is okay but it is really unnec
essary and right away I think that it might
have been better to take the best of both
albums instead of having to listen to even one
B side as the third track.
The ballad that follows, "Don’t Cry", just
barely holds your attention. Perfect Crime is
hard to get into but the chorus wins you over.
You ain’t thefirst harkens backs to the acous
tic songs from GN'R Lies but you have to be
as drunk as they sound to like it. Bad Obses
sion is a qualified hit but the next two tracks
should have stayed in the basement files or
wherever they keep them.
Axl Rose’s ‘‘ILL-QUIT-THE-MUSICBUSINESS-IF-IT’S-NOT -RECORDEDRIGHT”, "November Rain" starts off very
awkwardly with mundane, schlocky sound
ing keyboards. In trying to create something
majestic and large, Rose goes off into unfa
miliar musical territory and it shows. It fin
ishes strong though. There’s some original
slide guitar in "The Garden." "Bad Apples"
and the musically and lyrically experimental
"Coma" also get the nod.
Enough time passed between the last al
bum for the band to grow. Bassist Duff is
easily the most improved. Slash’s guitar style
is more varied. He even plays classical guitar
andSitar on two tracks. Drummer Matt Sorum
and keyboardist Dizzy Reed make instant
impressions. Rose remains Rose but all this

f

campiness, in the same vein as that of
the television series Batman, the movie
Animal House, those Police Academy farces,
and Naked Guns 1 & II.
This 102 minute action film travesty stars
Christopher Walken and Maria Conchita
Alonso (real action movie types, right?).
Walken is Bobby McBain, a ‘Nam veteran
trying to eke out a living as a New York City
harclhat. This changes faster than a speeding
yellow medallion cab when Christina Santos
(Alonso) finds McBain.
Santos’s brother just died in a vain at
tempt to overthrow Colombia’s cut-throat
cocaine conspiring regime. Her brother saved
McBain from a Vietcong prisoner of war
camp in 1973. McBain promised to return the
favor someday and Presto! A not-so-comical
parody of Rambo is bom!
There are several major problems with
this film. For one thing, Walken certainly
does not fit the role of action hero. Walken is
too meek and it painfully shows. He tries to
act macho but merely winds up making a fool
of himself. He lacks the conviction and seri
ous viciousness that made people like
Schwarzenegger, Stallone, and Norris rich.
Unfortunately, Alonso isn’t any better.
She does not have the fiery belligerence to do
any good in starring action roles. Here she is
trying to pass herself off as a rebel leader with

the nerve to dow n El P resid en te’s
narcogovemment. No way, Jose! Alonso
comes across like an international Avon lady.
Perhaps she can take a few hints from
Sigourney Weaver’s earthshaking perfor
mance in Aliens I and II.
Thirdly, what really makes McBain the
king of camp and circumstance is the goofy
way Walken, with the help of a number of
Vietnam veteran friends, rush down to Co
lumbia and joins Alonso’s gang of rebels to
set things straight almost overnight. These
guys haven’t touched a gun since the days of
‘Nam, yet they ’re ready for action like GI Joe.
Additionally, these stooges always seem
to know how to handle any situation despite
their blaring lack of professionalism. Whether
it’s defeating hundreds of Colombian troops
guarding an airstrip, shooting an F-5 out of
the sky with an automatic, safely sneaking
around Columbia despite their American tour
ist appearance, or storming the presidential
palace, don’t worry. This silly weapons and
tactics team always has the answer.
Director James Gluckenhaus intended
McBain to be a “say no to drugs” genre film.
However, thanks to the artificial acting, the
cartoon antics and the mindless approach to
this movie’s plot, Gluckenhaus, for all prac
tical purposes, managed to bring the A-Team
to the screen. Do yourself a favor and wait
until Hollywood releases a real action flick.
Truth is McBain is lame.

Silence of the Roommates
A Liberal Arts m ajor...a Business major...
and a tiny dorm room can only addup to one thing...
...before you take those drastic m easures...

The Roommate Workshop.
...after all, you niant to make up...ALIUE!
".. .Human Relations Organization
solued all ourpettg feuding!"

"...I laughed, I cried...I owe
it all to Residence Life. "

S iskel and Ebert

-The Times

Bohn Hall Lounge on W ednesday October 2nd at 7:30 pm
rated P for peaceful
roommate relations

P

i

Uirittenandproducedby Residence life andHRD~aclass one oftheSEfl

from page 22
does not stop him from making both albums
look very average compared to Appetite for
Destruction. *** ¡9 of 16 /1 0 LSNS.
GUNS N ’ ROSES - USE YOUR ILLU
SION n
With some judicious editing, this could
have been a one album, 13 song powerhouse,
with three others serving as B sides to singles.
The band said they wouldn’t know how long
they could go on before overdosing on drugs
someday so they decided to release 30 songs.
But the bad songs are so indistinguishable
that it’s hard to appreciate the gems that both
albums offer.
In the other half, "Civil War" begins it but
you skip it because you heard it. Dizzy Reed’s
keyboards are a refreshing change to Slash’s
anguished riffs but they can’t save two ter
rible songs in "14 years" and "Yesterdays."
"Knocking on Heaven’s Door" was already
released and it’s followed by two lifeless
tracks. "Breakdown" is noteworthy and great
music saves "Locomotive." "You Could Be
Mine" reminds you why you bought the al
bum. "Don’t Cry" is a good song but it’s
essentially the same as the one in the first
album. A borrowing of Faith No More ends
it with a genuinely catchy minute and a half
of rap by Axl Rose. ** /6 of 14/5 LSNS.
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Help Wanted
-Babysitter needed to get 10 year
old off to school Monday through
Friday. 7am-8:45 am. $50/week.
Close to college; student can make
9am class. Please call 744-1007.
-College student needed to babysit
for 4 children Saturday nights and 8
hours on Sunday. Montclair. Will
pay cash or exchange room and
board. Call 783-0142.
-Internships Available: Advertis
ing, Communication, Graphic
Design, PR and marketing majors
wanted for non-paid internships in
North and South jersey during fall,
winter, spring or summer months.
Interested? Fax or mail your re
sume and cover letter to: Intern
Placement Service, PO Box 1287,
Maplewood NJ 07040
Fax:(201)763-4818
-HELP WANTED: King Manufac
turing, Union, N.J. is looking for
full or part time help, male or
female, doing clerical work and
deliveries. 7+ per hour. Hours
between 7 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Contact Ken Stark
at 1-908-687-3456
-Paid Recreation Internship: Reli
able and enthusiastic student wanted
to work part-time in the afternoons
for an innovative community-based
program for the frail elderly. Pro
gram is located in Montclair. For
details call Gale Gorman at 7835589.
-Babysitter needed for 6 yr old, 2
grade girl. Hours: 8am-8:30am and
3:00pm-7:00pm. Live in. Must
drive, love children. Room & board
and small salary. Near college.
Please call 746-9194 and leave
message.
-Daytime babysitter needed for
infant girl. 20-25 hours/week.
References necessary. Own trans
portation. Ft. Lee (201)461-9265.
-CHILD CARE for two year old
boy in our Nutley home. Part time
weekdays. Responsible and refer
ences required. 667-1195.
-Babysitter wanted for bright,
verbal 10 year old boy. 4:30-7pm,
Monday-Friday. Some meal prepa
ration. Must drive, own car helpful.
References. Call 744-8276.
-Princeton Ski Shops: has perma
nent full and part time positions in
our Clifton store. Flexible hours!
Employee discounts! Apply in
person. 700 Rte 3W Clifton.
(Across from Hoffman-LaRouche)

For Sale
-FOR SALE: Dorm-Sized fridge in

fairly good condition. Best offer.
Call 746-6254.

Attention
-NATIONAL YOUTH COUNCIL
OF PAKISTAN invites all students
o f Montclair State to join hands
with us to work for unity, solidarity,
discipline, peace and lots of fun.
Our first meeting will be held in SC
4th floor on Thursday at 4:30pm.
-FREE TRAVEL, CASH, AND
EXCELLENT BUSINESS EXPE
RIENCE !!! Opening available for
individuals or student organizations
to promote the country’s most
successful SPRING BREAK tours.
Call Inter-Campus Programs 1-800327-6013
-FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to
students or student organizations
promoting our Spring Break Pack
ages. Good Pay & Fun. Call CMI
1-800-423-5264
-TYPING: reports, papers, exams,
etc. “Rush” service by availability.
Reasonable rates. Call Randy at
785-3255.
-Free Photos: Amateur photogra
pher wants portrait practice. Call
Bob 942-1179.
-Become a successful student:
Learn to develop individual study
methods that work for you! Attain
your goals. Improvement is pos
sible. Call the Achievement Center.
Ridgewood 445-9616
-Need calligraphy work done on
invitations, report covers, flyers, or
any other item need to look nice or
professional? If so, call Dina, an
MSC student, for info, and afford
able prices. 201-791-0937.
-Has anyone seen the Montclarion
stereo? If so, call 893-5169. Any
information leading to the recovery
o f our stereo will be rewarded.
-<£ J4 COOL LIVE JAZZ with the
Rob Reich Quartet every Sunday at
The Great Notch. (Rte. 46 West,
Little Falls) 9:30 -1:30 ...no cover.

For Rent
-Female roommate wanted to share
3BR apartment in Belleville. Dish
washer, Central AC. 20 min. ride to
school. Public transportation to
school & NY. $250/month + 1/3
util. Available Oct 1st. Call: Laila
509-0648 or Marisol 450-1344.
-House to Share, Rooms for Rent.
Kitchen privileges, parking on quiet
street in Verona. 5-10 minutes from
campus. 2 big rooms, one with full
bath ($350), one with 1/2 bath
($300). No smoking/Nopets. +1/3
utilities available. Oct. 1st. Close
to ALL transportation. Please call

/
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(201)239-8121. Ask for Gerard.
Leave message.
-All licensed hams (and students in
terested in amateur radio): Ham Ra
dio Club being organized at MSC.
Contact Paul Scipione AA2A V x5126
or Grover Furr KB2LUB x7305.

LSA T • G R E
G M A T • M CAT
Sm all Classes.
Big Scores.
Guaranteed.
For more info on local
classes, call:

800/876-3107
The P rin ceto n
R e v ie w
W e S co re M o re

Cruise Ship Jobs
H IR IN G M e n - W o m e n . S u m m e r /
Y e a r R o u n d . P H O TO G R A P H E D S .
TO U R G U ID E S , R EC R E A TIO N PE R S O N N E L
E x c e lle n t p a y plu s FR EE tra ve l. C aribbean,
H aw aii, B a h am a s, S outh P a c ific , M exico
C AUL N O W I C a ll r e fu n d a b le .

1-206-736-7000. Ext.JLlig-
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RAISE $500...$ 1000...$ 1500

FOOL

RAISING

For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.
ABSOUimr MO INVESTMENT uqviudi

C A L L 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50

STUDENTS
WANTED!
EARN UP TO
$ 1
0 /H
Make your own hours, make
excellent money marketing
credit cards on your campus.
CALL 1 - 8 0 0 - 9 5 0 - 8 4 7 2 e x t . 2 0

Personals

(cont. on next page)

-Ever R ealize race car spelled back
w ard is race car?
-H appy Birthday LeighA nn (Iota)!!!

2 JÍI SIÇM ft 21

9{ationaC Co-ficC
lHonorsfr a te r n ity
Join ns
fo r anotherfuníqj year o f brotherhood
(Phi Sigma (Pi is a Ctass I V o f the SÇSL
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-Join Senior Com m ittee.
-TM cG (Iota) I' ll sing to you anytime!
Love me
-Julie, Gee, Pam, Lor: Stop singing “I
will survive,” D eaf
-M elissa and Tif: T he phone does
w ork botli ways. A m y
-V ote for M arcy S chircoff H om ecom 
ing Queen 1991
-Robyn: M ake sure you m ake an
appointm ent for confession. A m y
-108B: could it be the “B lack C loud”
is drifting aw ay? Y eah right!
-Christine: So did you ever think you
would see me dancing on a bar? Shar
-BethAnn, Let m e fill you with light.
All that I am, all that I w ill ever be is
yours. I love you, Rob.
-Hey Scruffy crim inal: it ju st w ouldn’t
be us with out a little m ass confusion!
Love you, Shar
-Chrissy, Our room is oh so scary.
Sorry I craw led into bed w ith you. it
w o n ’t becom e a habit. Luv your little
-Chrissy, Claire, K athleen & C hristine:
W elcom e to hell. L v-m e
-M aika, R em em ber you alw ays have to
pay the price for your actions. You
keep getting caught oul :here and this
tim e you paid an expensive $$$. Love
your Best friend (Sike!)
-R ay Ray: W ho is it this w eek? A m y
-W ifey: L et’s do dinner next Tuesday.
Love Hubby
-Tesil: You, me, candlelight dinner
and beer: Guess W ho?
-Kelly (DphiE) H ope you had an
aw esom e B-day. Love your little
-You down with OPP. I love GIB
SGUJ. Do you? T H N A PL RULES.
Can I munch your anus again, Scott?
Beef
-Heather: I had a great tim e Saturday.
Next time we play for chocolate m ilk
and ice cream . D A N O
-Sigm a D elta Phi: You are w elcom e.
Thank you for the picture and the card.
DANO
-Adolph, I am not a com m ie. Lerin
-Biscuit: Stop telling secrets to Gina
G. B leeker D an M. BIN G O . GG
-Baby- H ow do you feel about m ara
thons? Rob.
-Hugo: M y best bud. Luv, “n ”
-Ana D (Sigm a) Congratulations!
Sigm a will rule hom ecom ing. Love,
Jo Anne
-Peggy, Good luck y o u ’ll w in H om e
C ’m ing Queen. Y our best Bud. NV
-Vote Peggy B ane H om ecom ing Q ueen
YEEHAW
-Ruby Red: T im e w ill only tell. Z
-Skeeter: D o n ’t call at 3 am. O strich
-Casper: E xcellent Job on the flyers.
TX
-Joan(Sigm a) G rilled Cheese: T he post
m ixer snack. Love ya A nnie
-Steve: W here’s our rose & Balloons?
W e’re still w aiting. A m y & R obyn
-D A N -M -O E -W here are you??
-TX Casino N ight - R olling in M oney
-K ristina(A IX ) I fell! Lets not go
walking in the rain again! I’m sick!
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D eanna (AIX) PS D id you have the
Beer runs?
-A nother great Z B T and D PhiE m ixer.
Thanks a lot guys. Love D P hi E
-Senate M ixer or W W F?
-Senate: Thanks for an aw esom e
m ixer. The “hole” place had a great
time! D Phi E
-C hristine(Sigm a) L e t’s do Bohn, get
wired, and im press Italian m en w ith my
highlights. L ove Joanie
-Carl, Should w e go to D on Quiotes
again? W hat’ll happen next?
-J.J. (AIX) An hour and a h alf at
FD U ??!!!? L ove Leah & K risti
-V ote K ara Lidsky for hom ecom ing
queen, Sep. 30-O ct 4, 10-2 SC Lobby
-K erm it(Sigm a) H ell nights over -get a
voice. Love Bette
-C asper(Theta X i)B oy are you Pale!!!
-Ziggy (Sigm a) You are a loose jew ish
m am a and I love you Bette
-D aw n Lang, Phi Sig for H om ecom ing
Q ueen
-Tom , H appy Birthday! Finally, Y o u ’re
21! Luv ya, M ichele
-Theta Xi is soon to take over the
cam pus
-Colleen: Yes, you w ill som eday
w ithout anything -tw enty bucks, Laura
-Skeeter: You can fly over w ay time.
Spider
-C H R ISSY LEPPIN FO R H O M E 
C O M IN G QUEEN!! V O TE SEP. 30 O C T 4, 10 -2 IN TH E STU D EN T
CEN TER LOBBY!!! THANKS!
-H appy 21st B irthday LeighA nn. The
end o f our lives has now arrived. Love
M aggie
-Laura: H ere’s your personal from last
week...I m iss my room m ate! Col
-Gav, But-do you rem em ber me?
-ZBT, H ere’s to a great tim e at H om e
coming! Luv, the Sisters o f AIX
-To D-Chi: Thanks for a great mixer!
Luv, the sister o f AIX
-A IX /D -C hi D ancers, 3rd, 2nd, N ow
w e’ll be #1 Ron, G av, Lori, Robyn,
Kristi, M are, Chris & the “geeks”
-B oozehound H appy 21st L ove the
drunken lush
-Bleeker: Just kill the kid w hy d o n ’t
you.
-Oguh: Sorry about killing you but I
couldn’t see. Bleek
-Phi Sigm a Sigma: The right one baby.
Uh H u h !!
-Frank -3-0-B ERT
-K enny(D -Chi) L ift up your skirt!
-B eef really likes raisins!
-Sheila(Sigm a) H ow can you be
seductive in 90 degree weather? Love,
your room ie
-305A: Spain is a great country.
G erm any next. Tanya
-Iota: L e t’s keep the sisterhood strong
it takes a little rain to m ake the sun
shine again. Sorry about how I acted at

the m eeting. L ove Terri
-M y room ies o f 206C: Sorry I ’ve been
tension filled - 1 need a little support
and no I w on’t take m y bra off! L ove
B id T
-305A Spain is a great country. G er
m any next. Tanya
-R on(D -Chi) I t’s tim e to m ake som e
m argaritas soon -W ifey
-G.G., M ake your choice: Gloria,
Bingo or B ow ling? D M
-Gina, stop trying to hook up w ith Mr.
Peanut Head
-Dave: so are w e running or what?
Love Becky
-Robby: I’m here for you alw ays. You
know that. Love, B ecky
-Jenn What did you say at 6:05?
-JC(ZBT) Thanks for listening to m e
cry on Friday. It w as no big deal but
still...Love T iff
-Sue T(A IX) Just a hello from your
secret sister
-H appy B irthday Jeanne! W e are gonna
C ELEB RA TE tonight! Love Beck
-Pillar & Fudd(ZB T) B-------, B-------,
B-------, Nag, Nag, Nag! L ove M elissa
& the Princess
-To all ZB T Brothers: H elp clean m y
house. D am n it!
-Lisa (D-Phi-E) “H ow did you know
that they w ere French?” Y o u ’re never
gonna live that down.
-To Leah (AIX) W h o ’s Steve? Chicken
Ding? Love Kristi AIX
-Jack in Delta: W here’s m y Chicken
Parm dinner? L aura
-Good luck to the sisters to Iota
Gam m a Xi in going national. Zeta
-Tejal: I w ant you back!
-Uncle Bob is back!
-Steve(D-Chi) You are the best! Love
the girl who stole your google
-Amy: You are an excellent room m ate
and the best little. I love you. Y our big
sis
-Dave: Thanks for a great weekend.
I’m really happy you asked me. from
the girl w ith no feelings
-UB, Natalie still searching for you.
-M ary(SDT) You m y SAG. I love ya.
Snort Snort! L ove Leo
-Snoopy(A X P) w ay to get attention by
pretending you have a concussion. G
Blue
-Sal, John, Joe: W h at’s your dam age?
N ice w hipped cream fight. Next time,
you bring it. Y our blanton H all buds
-D onna & N at - 1 m iss you guys so
much. L et’s hang out. L ove Ei
-D ear AKPsi: H ow com e you never
w rite uas personals. From Topel and
Oom pa
-Kat Lennon(SD T) for hom ecom ing
Queen
-SDT let’s bond sisters
-Lisa(SD T) N ever going to NYC with
you again!!! (O nly kidding) L ove Ei

-R ed Sox Fan: So the Y ankees lost
(again) K evin M aas is still hot. Y an
kees fan
-Jenny: So how do w e get to
M cD onald’s? C hris
•Biscuit w ent to the G A P and got wet.
-Elvira: congratulations honey! I ’m so
excited for you. I ’ll help you any w ay I
can! Love your big
-Phi Sigm a Sigm a: Y o u ’ve got the
right one baby - uh huh!
-D -C hi softball: The m ighty casey
struck out twice.
-To the A IX W alnut girls: You are all
aw esom e room m ates! Jen
-Abbe: It’s ju st insecurity. I guess I
need a new theory! Sheila
-Sue(AIX) I thought you said that you
w ere good at pool. M aybe next time.
-Janet J(Sigm a) w ill w in greek god
dess!
-Sigm a & TK E get psyched for hom e
coming!
-Pam (SD T) H ang in there. Y our sisters
love you and are always here for you.
-M elissa (SDT) W elcom e back. The
sisters o f SD t are so happy to have you
back w ith us.
-Kelli and Zinger: 9-22-91 It’ about
time!!
-JoAnn: Y o u ’re m y favorite frizz head.
-Disc(AXP) I still want to know why
you were laughing. Dina (SDT)
-Potential Zebes: This is the opportu
nity o f a lifetim e, don’t miss out.
- 1 10B I love you guys! Guess who?
(Hint: Shut up!)
-M ichele(B row n) & Karen, O ur new
room ies o f 110A - W elcom e aboard the
Hum ble abode or should I say the love
shack?! Love ya Joann
-The 1 lOA’s Quest for our eternal
LU ST men!!
-In search o f the alm ighty God!!
-Finster: Please do n ’t hate me! I love
you! Janice
-Tom (ZB T) T hank you for a m agical
sum m er. I love you. M elissa
-Kristie: W e love you! T hese a ya
daughta’s speakin! Love, D ebbie &
Felicia
-A nthony(D -C hi) Happy B irthday little
bro! Jeff Sev.
-D -Chi softball - the best!
-L et’s get psyched for fishing. D-Chi
-W e’re Looking For A Few G ood Men!
M ontclair State Cheerleading! (
Contact any cheerleader!)
-Christi, So w h en ’s Joe com ing? Steen
-A lex S. Rarrhh! Love D izzy
-A lex S. - you and me... -Love you
D izzy
-Jill K. #1 room ie, Love you. Pebbles
-Laurie(Iota) I m iss my best friend.
D o n ’t hate m e. Love your favorite
Sigm a
-M ikey Girl - M issing you
m uchly. Love, the Gang

DEADLINE FOR PERSONALS IS MONDAY AT 3 P.M.
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SHOE
by J e ff MacNelly

SUSIE, HOBBES THQUSWT
1 WAS RUDE, SO VM SORtW,
AND VCWCAN CDME PLAV
WITH US IF VCD INANT ^

THANKS,CALVIN. THAIS
REAU-V NICE OF VOU

OK, WELL PUV HOUSENON.
IU-BfWE W6H-RJN05DBeim *
WIFE,THETTGER.HÜECAN9EW<
unewuked, KxsüspiNo husband,
andvoucanbecwrbrattv

AND BRNNlEffi KID IN A
DAVOBE. CENTER

THE MIENS ARE GAINING
ON OUR HERO! IN A
SURPRISE WOVE, SPACEMAN
SPIFF SHIFTS INTOREVERSE!

THE MIENS ROAR AHEAD!
SPIFF SHIFTS BACK INTO
FORWARD, AND PURSUES
THE ALIENS!

...BUT THE ALIENS HAVE TURNED
AROUND AND ARE. HEADED
STRAIGHT FOR cur HERO!
SPIFF SHIFTS INTO REVERSE!

HB9H9-2A

.HOBBES, <*KCK/

HW DO I STOP ?VP

2 ^ /V 'V s'~ V * V s ^

STEER INTO A GRAVEL.
DRIVBNAV AND FNL DOWN!

SKRWOtf

THAT NAS ONLV
A9 JSGESTT0N.
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The
Crossword Puzzler

llllillll;

ACROSS

8 4 A c tr e s s Jac k s o n
8 5 H arv e s t

67 D anger

1 P a rtly fro z e n rain

6 9 P res c rib e

1 Pudgy

8 6 T id y

2 B u n d le o f p a p e r

7 2 S m a ll haw ks

6 D e fe a t d e c is iv e ly

87 Jog

3 B e n e a th

7 3 C lo c k face

11 P la n s

8 8 A ra c h n id

4 G ro w old

7 4 C a s tle 's d itch

16 R o m a n g o d d e s s

9 0 S in g e r F itzg e ra ld

5 A c tre s s G a rr

7 5 M o n th
7 8 S m all a m o u n t

21 F e n c in g te rm

9 1 S till

6 F lo w e r p a rts

2 2 F a u x pas

9 2 R o w e r c lu s te rs

7 Is la n d of G r e e c e

79 D epend

2 3 B o u n d a ry

9 5 E v e ry o n e

8 C o m e d ia n

81 A b y sm a l

2 4 M a rtin i

9 6 A c tr e s s

in g re d ie n t
25 S ea duck
2 6 S te p h e n King
th rille r: 2 w d s

S tr u th e r s
9 8 F r e e w a y e xit

J o h n so n
9 S p a n is h a rtic le
10 E xact

8 3 C a v ia r
8 5 C o m fo rt
8 8 B a rg a in e ve n ts

1 0 0 A c c o m p a n y in g

11 T y p e w rite r p a rt

8 9 C rest

101 N ig h t b e fo re

12 Ig n ite d

9 2 G o by bus
9 3 Elicit

2 8 P o p la r

1 0 2 C lo d

13 A c to r S h a rif

2 9 P o e t's " b e fo r e "

1 0 4 R o m a n 52

14 W e a ry

9 4 S titc h e d

3 0 A n g ry

1 0 5 H o r s e p la y e r's

15 Fash io n s

9 7 P o t co ver

3 2 F e lin e

c o n c e rn

3 3 R est

1 0 6 C a r v e d gem

3 5 C o n c lu d e

1 0 7 W in te r

3 6 S e a b ird

p re c ip ita tio n

16 U rg e
17 O v e rh e a d
railw a y s
18 B e c o m e m a tu re

9 9 C o m m e rc ia ls
1 0 0 S tro ll
1 03 U ses a le v e r on
1 05 S e e p e d

3 8 T a v e rn b re w

1 0 8 C o ru n d u m

19 O c c u rre n c e

1 06 Jolts

3 9 M a g n itu d e s

1 1 0 L u re s

2 0 D is p a tc h e s

1 07 P o ta to e s

41 M o rn in g
m o is tu re

1 1 2 Y a rn

2 7 L a b y rin th

1 09 G a b

1 1 3 S a id a lo u d

31 R o d e n ts

111 T h at: Fr.

3 4 F illed w ith

4 2 S o c ia l In s e c ts

1 1 4 O n g o in g story

4 3 C e re a l g ra in s

1 1 6 T u rk is h c ap

w onder

112 R e c o m m e n d
1 13 M a le offsp rin g

4 5 Is in d ig n a n t a t

117 B acon

3 7 N iches

4 7 W a te r m a m m a l

1 1 8 S u lk e d

3 9 W ith e re d

1 17 B an g ed

4 9 M ilita ry o ffic e rs

119 S ag a

4 0 F ixe d lo o k

1 18 S it fo r a n a rtis t

5 2 T o r to is e ’s rival

121 L a b o rio u s

42

1 2 0 S e a rc h e d

5 3 H e lp

1 2 4 T in y la k e

5 5 W a n d e rs

1 2 5 G irl

4 4 Exist

1 2 8 D is tre s s signal

4 5 G a r d e n e r 's to o l

1 3 0 F irs t a p p e a r a n c e

4 6 D rin k slow ly

6 0 S e iz e

131 B itte r v e tc h

4 8 A rt: L at.

1 24 P u b lishes

6 1 F lo o r c o v e rin g

132 Vend

4 9 F e m in in e title of

1 2 5 L o ad s

a im le s s ly
5 9 A ro u s e d

6 4 T o u c h d o w n , fo r
in s ta n c e
65

of O u r
L ive s ”

Look for the answer in next
week's issue o f The M ontclarion

DOWN

1 3 6 D e v o u re d

D o e s n 't L ive
H e re A n y m o re ”

re s p e c t

1 3 7 P a c k s firm ly

5 0 C o n s c io u s

1 3 9 O n e : S c o t.

51 A u th o r o f

140 W ept

" T r e e s ” : 2 w d s.

1 15 A ctre s s H a rtm a n

th o ro u g h ly
1 22 C lo s e r to th e
h e a rt
1 2 3 W a d in g b ird

126 M a k e am ends
1 2 7 P e rc e iv e
1 2 9 E x tra
131 C o n s tru c t

6 6 C ro p o f h a ir

1 4 2 F ib

52 Suspend

6 7 A c tre s s F o n d a

1 4 3 C o n tr ib u to r

5 4 Lea v e

1 34 W a s fo n d of

6 8 S m a ll c u s h io n

1 4 5 T h irte e n : 2 w d s.

5 6 A la s k a 's flo w er:

1 35 G u id e s

70 G re a t L ake

1 4 8 J a p a n e s e p o rt

71 C irc le p a rt

1 5 0 F o llo w

5 7 A tte m p ts

138 C ard gam e

7 2 C h e s s p ie c e

151 O b lite r a te

5 8 A p p e a rs

1 4 0 R ussian ru ler

7 3 Im p re s s io n

1 5 2 M a k e in to law

6 0 S h a r p ta s te

141 P erio d s

74 A d a g e

1 5 3 C a r r ie d

61 F o o d c o n ta in e r

1 44 O f us

7 6 Jew e l

1 5 4 P ro p h e ts

6 2 W o rd s of

1 4 6 C o m p a s s po int:

7 7 G a th e rin g

1 5 5 D is c o u ra g e

o p p o s ite

7 9 R iver: S p .

1 5 6 Flits

m e a n in g

8 0 A ro m a

1 5 7 S le ig h s

8 2 T o u c h lovingly

hyph . w d .

6 3 T a riff
6 6 O re

133 M a ke happy

1 3 7 V e ry : Fr.

a b b r.
1 47 F u eg an In dian
1 49 M u s ic a l n o te
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Q u arterb ack C ontroversy:

Bañas and Nittolo fight for starting spot
by A l lannazzone
For the second week in a row MSC head
football coach Rick Giancola had to make a
second half quarterback change. Against
Mansfield, early in the third quarter he de
cided to replace starter Steve Banas with Rob
Nittolo, a game which MSC lost 18-7. Last
week, against Buffalo, Giancola yankedBanas
at the half and MS C prevailed 7-3 with Nittolo
at the helm.(See football backpage).
Banas, a sophomore, was thrown to the
wolves last year as he became the Red Hawks
number one QB. As a freshman, Banas led
MSC to a 7-3 record. He completed 50 per
cent of his passes and threw for over 1000
yards with nine touchdowns. However, he
did tie an MSC record for most interceptions
in a single season with 16. Due to Banas’
strong pre-season and knowledge of the sys
tem, it was not difficult to see why Giancola
chose to go with him this year.
Nittolo, a 6-2,210 lb. transfer from Pitts
burgh, was a back up to superstar Alex Van
Pelt last year. He has come in and played
well when Giancola has called upon him but
the question still stands: Who is MSC’s quar
terback?
“They are both good players,” Giancola
said. “They’re both equally capable of run
ning the offense and both have strong throw

ing arms. Each player has his own plus. Steve
is familiar with the offense and Rob is a better
passer on the move.”
In the game against Buffalo, Banas played
uncharacteristically poor. On the first play

from scrimmage, Banas passed, but his pass
was incomplete to Rob Funicello who was
wide open. Banas’ pass was very short. It all
went downhill from there, as he finished the
first half three for 13 for 37 yards and two
interceptions.
“After watching the films, I realized he
didn’t play as poorly as we thought,”Giancola
said. “It wasn’t his fault. There were a lot of
other things involved.”
Regardless, Giancola went with Nittolo
in the second half and the move seemed to
pay off right away. Nittolo engineered a nineplay, 59-yard TD drive which gave MSC the

victory. He finished the game four of nine for
49 yards and a TD.
With the game against Wagner coming
up, the question still remains “Who will be
MSC’s QB?” At this point, Giancola said it’s
up in the air. “I feel equally confident with
both,” he said. “It’s just like (John) Walker
and Derrick (McCoy) in the backfield. I cou Id
go with both guys. (As for Banas and Nittolo)
the decision will be made in practice. It’s who
has better knowledge and understanding of
what we’re going to do. The bottom line
though is production.”

A Look At the QB “Production”
Banas
Nittolo

Cmp
12
7

Att
35
16

Yds
122
80

%
34
44

TD
0
1

INT
2
0

Sack Rating
63.59
1/-7
86.01
4/-29

Rob Nittolo, transfer from Pittsburgh,
looks to solidify starting QB job.
L ad ies

WL 0 0 K " A
HOCKEY?

Rack 'Em at

P la y FREE

This September

5 pm - 7 pm

50% off 3 pm - 5 pm Mon-Fri

Midnite
12 am - 2 am

Mon - Friday

Students pay

8 of 18 tables

DAY RATES

available
PLENTY OF SEATING
CLASSIC M USIC

Every Friday
1:30

All

to 5 :3 0 In Gym G

• free membership
• 3rd hour free
in a visit
• 9th hour free over
any number of visits
• clean beautiful room
• free lessons by BCA
certified instructor

S tu d en ts Welcome

If Interested, contact either:
5tu at 393-4753
or
51L.C. at 393-5245
Also, everyone keep an eye out for Men's Flag
Football captain's meeting coming soon.
S .I.L .C . ie a cla& sone o r g a n iz a t io n o f t h e S O A

FOR MORE
INFO CALL:

Close to Campus

THE BALL
( 843- 2255)

1142 RT 46 WEST CLIFTON
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Barcelona ’92:
Shooting stars
aim for the gold

T

, The “Dream
Team” has been as
sembled. Next sum
mer, Barcelona will be
By M i c h a e
greeted by the U.S.
basketball team, as the
first ten members were selected this past
Saturday.
For the first time, players of the National
Basketball Association (NBA) are eligible
for Olympic competition. The players on the
“Dream Team” include: Michael Jordan and
Scottie Pippen, Chicago; Karl Malone and
John Stockton, Utah; Larry Bird, Boston;
C harles B arkley, P hiladelphia; David
Robinson, SanAntonio; ChrisMullin, Golden
State; Patrick Ewing, New York; and Magic

Johnson, Los Ange
les.
Chuck Daly of
the Detroit Pistons
will coach the team
and two other play
ers - at least one col
l Frasco
lege player - will be
added by the spring.
One might think
because of the extreme amount of talent these
players possess, that Coach Daly simply has
to put his players on the court and they will
lead the U.S. to Olympic glory.
However, trying to blend together the
egos of these stars, who individually are used
to getting the ball and the attention all the
time, will be a test in itself.
Daly will also have to contend with the
challenge of making his superstars realize

that they must not take the opposition lightly.
Although no team will match the U.S. talentwise, Team U.S.A. must watch out for the
wide open three- point game the Europeans
play. If an opposing player knocks down

eight three-pointers in a contest, it could be a
very disappointing and long Olympic sum
mer for Daly and his players.
When it comes to the sport of basketball,
the U.S. has traditionally boasted strong teams.

P re se n te :

'd e

America’s proudest moment in recent Olym
pic basketball memory was in 1984 when the
U.S. won the gold at Los Angeles. Jordan,
Ewing and Mullin were members of that
team.
Thè Olympic games have always been a
special attraction. Every four years the best
athletes in the world, from many countries,
gather to compete in their respective sport.
The athletes, either individually or collec
tively, represent their country in what is the
ultimate test of who’s the best.
The U.S. basketball team must enter the
Olympic games as a mentally prepared, cohe
sive unit. A unit who not only will have to
face the competition, but a unit that will also
have to deal with the pressure of winning the
gold. The coach and team both know that
anything less will be inexcusable.
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When: Dec. 6-8
Including:

where: Holiday Inn,
^
Kingston, NY

• Roundtrip transportation
P n c f - < fi-m -O n a d
• Two nights hotel accomodations ^
U O S l . £ dy uuaa
• 4 meals (breakfast & dinner on Saturday & Sunday)
^ 00
npiy
$ 1 6 5 - Double
• One day lift ticket and lesson at Cortina Valley
(Hunter Mountain tickets are available at discount) A $50 deposit is due by
October 18 (non-refundable),
• Use of ski equipment for the entire trip
payable in the C.L.U.B. office
- Rm. #112D Student Center
• Hayrides, go-karting, and horseback riding
Club is a Class I organization o f the
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Volleyball reaches elusive
.500 mark for first time
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by A I Iannazzone

For the first time in its three year history,
the MSC women’s volleyball team has a .500
record. After starting out 1-4, the Lady Hawks
won three in a row to improve their record to
4-4. Their latest triumph was over Jersey City
State, 15-8, 15-11 and 15-2, inM SC ’s first
game in its “new” home gym.
The Lady Hawks, for their first two years,
played their games in the back gym and no
one knew where it was. But this year, with a
newly painted floor, they are playing in the
main gym and Tuesday night they played
their first home game.
“We played in a real gym,” Coach Anita
Kubicka said. “The set up was great. They
could have been nervous playing their first
home match in the new gym. At least people
can find us now.”
Against JCS, Liliana Aguilar dominated
as she recorded 13 assists and served up five
aces. In the final game, MSC won 15-2 and
Aguilar served all 15 of the points. Denise
Dourmanis also excelled, amassing 18 assists
and Shannon Arthur chipped in with six kills
and an ace.
“We playedflat in the first two games and
got away with it,” Kubicka said. “In the third
game Jersey City fell apart fundamentally. I
remember reading a headline about the Gi
ants that said they slept-walked to victory.
That’s what we did. We should have domi-

nated, but I am glad we won and are at .500.”
Earlier in the week MSC competed in a
tri-match against FDU-Madison and Stevens.
MSC defeated both teams 2-1 and 2-0 respec
tively. Tori Muller and Denise Dourmanis
each had five aces against FDU, while Denise
Chouinard served five aces against Stevens.
W ith four victories under its belt,
Kubicka’s team has already equalled its total
number of wins for all of last year. A season
ago MSC finished 4-25, and 7-18 in its rookie
campaign. She believes this is just the begin
ning for her team. “What makesme feel good
is they haven’t reached their potential yet,”
she said. “This makes me very optimistic.
Once our attack starts to be more effective we
should do real well.”

Field Hockey
still winless
by Elan Ben-Hayon
The MSC field hockey team had high
hopes of matching the success of last season
(9-6 record and 2nd place in ECAC), but only
two weeks into the season, those goals appear
to be unrealistic.
The Red Hawks (0-5-1) have yet to win a
game and, following a tie in their first game
of the season, have lost five games in a row.
Three of those losses came at the Kutztown
Tournament at the hands of very solid teams.
Following the journey, the Red Hawks
traveled to M adison to face Farleigh
Dickinson University. FDU came away with
the 2-1 decision, with Katrina Anderson scor
ing MSC’s only goal, her first of the season.
MSC returned to Sprague Field to battle with
the #1 Division III team in the state, Trenton
State College. The Red Hawks were man
handled by TSC. The final score was 8-0 in
favor of Trenton State, but the key statistic of
this game was that MSC didn’t have a single
shot on goal.
The Red Hawks' early season troubles
appear to be significant, and may be impos
sible to overcome. They have 11 games re
maining on the schedule, and for MSC to
salvage the season, they would have to win at
least seven of them. The nine wins of last
season appear almost impossible to repeat in
'91.
MSC has three games in the next week. It
opens the week at home against Delaware
Valley on the 24th. Following that, the Red
Hawks travel to Union, to face the Kean
Cougars on the 28th. They cap off the week
back at home against William Paterson Col
lege on Oct. 1.

Spike City. MSC's Tori Muller scores
another point in the Red Hawks' sweep
of Jersey City.

Remember the good defense and good
pitching formula I gave as the key to win
ning this one pitch tournament? Well, my
friends, Scooter Trash has managed to take
my theory and deposit it in the woods on the
other side of Clove Road. This also happens
to be the location of many of the balls
they’ve belted out of the park during their 50 rampage, placing them at the top of their
division and also establishing them as the
team to beat in this tournament. Thanks a
lot, fellas.
Scooter Trash has managed to squeak by
its opponents by an average of 10 runs per
game. Thus far, the only team that has
remained undefeated besides Scooter Trash
is Polk High. The Bundys have fashioned a
4-0 record behind the pitching of Scott
Applegate, solid defense and timely hitting
from the likes of Jeff Conover, Conan and
Anthony Zitelli.
Whether Polk High has enough fire
power to defeat Scooter Trash is question
able. Chris Albertson continues to pitch
well while Tim North has solidified the
infield defense with his play at third base.
Rich Dygos, Vin Gulbin, and Pat Brunner
are just a part of an awesome lineup that has
produced nearly 25 runs per game.
Delta Chi the Crows the Snapperheads
and ZBT seem to be the next four teams that
w ill qualify fo r the playoffs. The
Snapperheads and Delta Chi share 3-1
records while the Crows and ZBT own 2-2
marks. The Snapperheads could surprise if
they continue to gel as a team while the
Crows, ZBT and Delta Chi have to pick it up
a notch overall if they wish to legitimately
contend in the playoffs.
Here is a rundown of some of the games
from Sunday through Tuesday:

Polk High 14
Busters 9
Home runs by Jeff Conover and Conan
helped lead Polk High past the Busters. The
Busters were unable to build on a seven run
third inning, allowing Polk High to win it
with six runs in the final two frames.
Snapperheads 22
The Beast 7
Jason Cupo’s grand slam provided the
spark the Snapperheads needed as they pulled
away from The Beast 22-7.
Despite consecutive homers by Rick
Shannan and Bob Orth, The Beast was unable
to catch the Snapperheads.
Scooter Trash 24
Delta Chi 14
Tom Conroy belted three home runs and
drove in nine runs to lead Scooter Trash past
Delta Chi 24-14.
Christian Guiro scored four runs in a
losing effort for Delta Chi.
It’s the Water 14
Team Bud 12
A seven run first inning, aided by five
walks, helped It’s the Water to a 7-0 lead. It
proved to be enough as they held on for a 1412 victory.
Justin Vagel and Bob Honald homered
for the winners while Keith VanNess hit one
out for the losers.
The Midnight Tokers 8
Crows 6
Despite four hits, including two home
runs from Ken Turash, the Midnight Tokers
were able to come away with an 8-6 victory.
Billy Templeton and Karl Monaco helped
lead the way for the Tokers by getting two
hits and scoring two runs apiece.
ZBT 15
The Beast 14
Frank Di Rocco doubled home the tying
and winning runs as ZBT sneaked past The
Beast 15-14.
Wade Whitehead belted two homers and
drove in five runs for the losers.
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Women’s Soccer
0 -2 )
The Red Hawk women’s soccer team
traveled to Madison on Tuesday to take
on the Rangers of Drew University look
ing for its first win. However, unlike the
field hockey team, MSC came out on the
winning side rallying for three goals in
the second half for a 3-1 win.
Trailing i - 0 late in the second,
Karen V oorhees (So., M orristow n/
Westfield) got MSC on the scoreboard to
tie the game at 1-1. Gabriella Caserio (Sr.,
Colonla/John F. Kennedy) broke die tie
five minutes later and Linda Hadsbiflow
(So., North Ariingtori/Queen of Peace)
scored with 10:16 left to give MSC the
win and raise its mark to 1-2 .
On Saturday, MSC played host to
Fordham University, For all record pur
poses the game did not count because
Fordham is a club team. However, that
did not matter to the Red Hawks as they
posted their first shutout of the year 3-0,
as Voorhees and Hadshinow accounted
for all three MSC goals. Kim Drager (Jr,
Trenton/Steinert) stopped all 14 Fordham
shots to preserve the win.
This week, the Red Hawks travel to

3:30 pm
Trenton State on Wednesday, to take on the
nationally ranked Lions at 7:30 pm before
returning on Saturday to play host to King’s
College. Game time is 11:00 am.
MSC
3,
Last, Week: 9-17
Drew U. 1
9-21
M SC
3.
Fordham U. 0
King’s College
This Week: 9-27
11:0 0 am

Women’s Tennis
(0-4), NJAC (0-2)
The MSC women’s tennis team took to
the courts just once last week in search of its
first win. However, the Red Hawks dropped
their fourth straight match, this time to the
Hawks of Monmouth by the score of 7-2.
This week, MSC will be on the road as
they travel to Teancck on Tuesday to take on
FDU-Teaneck at 3:30 pm. On Friday, the Red
Hawks will travel to Mahwah to take on the
Roadrunners of Ramapo College in an NJAC
match-up. Match time is 3:30 pm.
Last Week: 9-20
MSC
2.
Monmouth 7

This Week:

9-27

at Ramapo

Cross Country
The Red Hawk m en's and women’s
cross country team played host to the first
Red Hawk 5k run on Saturday. The other
participating colleges in the meet were
Rutgers-Camden and Brooklyn College.
There were no team scores kept in the
meet.
MSC swept both events as David
Godfrey, Louis Pelissie (Jr., Rutherford/
Rutherford), Tracey Godsberry (Fr.,
Leonia/Leonia) and ’Jon C utty (So.,
Pennsauken/Pennsauken), placed first
through fourth respectively and the entire
women’s team finished ahead of RutgersCamden.
This weekend, both MSC teams will
travel to Allentown, PA to compete in the
Allentown Invitational on Saturday.
Last Week: 9-21
Red Hawk 5k
Open at MSC
This Week: 9-28
Allentown In
vitational (M&W)
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Volleyball reaches..
QB controversy.....................
29
U.S. "Dream Team" selected.... 30

M SC earns m ilestone in 7 -3 victory over B uffalo
by A llannazzone
After a dismal first half at Buffalo, MSC
coach Rick Giancola made one major change,
got his players fired-up and made a gutsy call
late in die game. Fortunately, all worked out
to MSC’s advantage as the Red Hawks de
feated the Buffalo Bulls 7-3. The victory,
which was the 300th in school history, evened
MSC’s record at 1-1.
“We really needed this game,” Giancola
said. “Coming back and playing as well as we
did in the second half has to be a real boost for
us. I’d rather not remember the first half.”
The first half was indeed one to be forgot
ten, as the Red Hawks played as poor a half as
they’ve played in a long time. It seemed as if
, they played two games. In the first half (game)
MSC’s defense allowed 191 total yards and
its offense could not even earn a first down.
MSC lost that half 3-0. However, in the
second half (game) the Red Hawks turned it
all around. The defense stiffened and became
solid as it held the Bulls to 81 yards and no
points. The offense, led by Rob Nittolo, who
replaced starting quarterback Steve Banas,
roared down the field and scored the game’s
only touchdown as MSC won this half and
the game 7-3. {See QB controversy pg. 29)
“The first half was a carbon copy of the
game against Mansfield (MSC lost 18-7 and
trailed at the end of the first half 9-0),”

Giancola said. “I told my players we were
fortunate to come away with a 3-0 deficit. It
felt good to be down by only three when we
played so poorly, and I was confident we
could win. The second half started and it was
like night and day. We played hard-nosed
defense and controlled the football for 23
minutes.”
Buffalo (0-2), which took a 3-0 on a 29yard field goal by Tom McLaughlin in the
second period, held the Red Hawks to 47 total
yards in the first half. However, following
Giancola’s inspirational halftime speech,
MSC drove 59 yards on the first drive of the
second half. Derrick McCoy returned the
kick off 28 yards to the MSC 40. With Nittolo
now holding the reigns, the Red Hawks were
not to be denied. On third-and-six from the
MSC 45 Nittolo rolled left and rushed for
eight yards to keep the drive alive. Tailback
John Walker, who finished with 128 yards on
26 carries, amassed 29 running yards and 10
receiving yards in the nine-play, 59-yard TD
march. With third and six again, but this time
at the Buffalo 12, Nittolo hit freshman Dan
Johnson with 12 yard scoring pass with 11:16
left in the third. Ron Orosz kicked the PAT
and MSC took a 7-3 lead.
This is where the defense took over. In
Buffalo’s next series MSC stopped the Bulls
cold. One Bull in particular, quarterback Cliff
Scott, felt the wrath of the Red Hawks in the

worst way. MSC end John Stobie sacked
Scott who had to leave the game with a
shoulder injury. Five plays later Calvin Bra
dley intercepted a pass at the MSC 44.
One very important play was a fourth and
one that Giancola decided to go for late in the
game. Nittolo dove underneath on a keeper,
and MSC was able to get two more first
downs, chewing up four more minutes.
“It was a gut reaction,” Giancola said. “A
coach has to make a decision like this and
fortunately it worked for us.”
For the rest of the game, the MSC defense
stifled the Bulls not allowing a first down on
their final two possessions. MSC did have
two more scoring opportunities, but Orosz
missed field goal attempts of 44 and 42 yards.
Yet the Red Hawks held on and beat Buffalo
7-3.
Giancola was pleased with the overall
performance but said there was still some
work to do. “I was very happy with the
defense,” he said. “It has been fairly consis
tent overall. I was also happy with the week’s
work. The kids practiced hard; they had an
intensity and purpose about them. We still
need to work on our execution and our inabil
ity to score.”
In MSC’s first victory of the season, there
were many stars. Nittolo hit four of nine
passes for 49 yards and one touchdown.
McCoy added to the MSC rushing onslaught,

Men's soccer loses game and star player
by Keith A. Idee
On Friday, Sept. 20, the MSC’s m en’s
soccer team faced its toughest challenge on
the young season. The Red Hawks, who came
into the game ranked 16 nationally in Divi
sion III, took on NJAC rival and defending
Division III national champions Glassboro
State. To make things even tougher, the Red
Hawks had to play the current number-one
ranked team in Division m on the road.
The Red Hawks dropped a 2-0 decision to
Glassboro. However, MSC lost more than
just the game. It also lost senior All-Ameri
can forward Tom Estes to injury. Only five
minutes into the game, Estes collided headon with a Glassboro defender. The MSC star
lay on the ground for two minutes uncon
scious, before having to be carried from the
field on a stretcher. Estes spent the night at
John F. Kennedy Hospital and after tests, he
was diagnosed with a concussion.
When asked about Estes’ condition, Red

Hawks first year head coach Rob Cheshey
said, “Tom is definitely out of Wednesday’s
contest with Eastern Connecticut. H e’s going
to see his doctor on Thursday, and depending
on what the doctor says, we will determine
his status for Saturday’s matchup with
Rutgers-Camden.”
Before Estes left the game, Glassboro
jumped out to a quick 1-0 lead, scoring a goal
just a couple of minutes into the game. This
would be all the scoring that Glassboro would
need. The Profs added a second goal before
the half to take a 2-0 lead.
Coach Chesney said, “We worked hard
and we outplayed them in the second half. We
even outshot them 15-6. However, the bot
tom line is that they won the game.”
Earlier in the week, on Wednesday, Sept. 18, the Red Hawks defeated Jersey City
State, 7-1. This victory upped MSC’s record
to a perfect 5-0, before it lost to Glassboro.
Lewis Ken-Kwofie, a senior from Bayonne,
netted two goals in the victory played at
Sprague Field. Estes, John Rubinetti (senior

from Lyndhurst), Dom Bucci (senior from
Edison), Eric Neubart (freshman from
Livingston), andPaul Pellusio (freshman from
Kennilworth) each added a goal for MSC.
This week, the Red Hawks will be in
action twice. On Wednesday, Sept. 25, MSC
will play host to Eastern Connecticut at 8:00
pm. Chesney realizes the importance of this
game, saying, “We want to win coming off
the tough loss to Glassboro. W e’re going to
be ready for Eastern Connecticut. They are a
talented squad with a good coach and they
play in an excellent conference. They are a
physical and athletic team, but we ’ll be ready.”
On Saturday, Sept. 28, the Red Hawks
travel down to South Jersey to meet RutgersCamden in an NJAC game. Rutgers-Camden
is “a young team that is in the rebuilding
process. However, conference matchups are
always tough,” according to Chesney.

13th Annual Pride Bowl
MSC VS. RamapO: O ct.5at7:30pm . Advanced tickets go on sale Monday
in the Student Center, Cafeterias and the Athletic Department for $1. If you buy tickets
at the gate, they will be $10.

picking up 74 yards on nine carries. The two
starting backs, Walker and McCoy combined
for 205 yards. Defensively, lineman Larry
Thompson made 11 tackles and linebacker
Keith Short came up with 10 tackles and an
interception. Stobie collected eight tackles
and two sacks, including the one which side
lined Scott for the rest of the game.
Red Haw k Notes...With MSC’s 300th
victory, it became the first football team to
reach this plateau in its first 60 years. The
only other Division III team to do it sooner
was Wisconsin-LaCrosse, which did it in 58
seasons. The game against Wagner, this
Saturday at 7:30 pm, at Sprague, will be
Fraternity Night Each fraternity participat
ing will attempt a field goal and the winning
fraternity will receive sweatshirts.

MSC 7 Buffalo 3
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UB- FG McLaughlin 29
MSC- Johnson 12 pass from Nittolo
(Orosz kick)
Attendance- 4,328

Scouting Report:
W agner
Up next for the Red Hawks will be a
familiar face, Wagner College of Staten
Island. This will mark the 22nd time two
teams face off with MSC holding a 10-74edge, However, Wagner has won three in
a row, and four of the lastfive. The last two
contests have come in the Newark City
Pride Bowl, with last year’s Wagner win,
a 22-1.3 dtecisiofl in Irvington.
Wagner is led by, who Giancola calls,
“Two guys that are among the area’s best
players,” placekicker Waiter Lopez and
tailback Greg Harris. Both seniors broke
MSC’s back in last year’s defeat. Lopez
kicked three field goals, two for over 40
yards and Hibns broke tackles on bis way
to a 65-yardTD run. He also scored on a 6yard scurry. A New Hampshire transfer
quarterback, Terry O’Hate, gives Wagner
“a throwing dimension they didn’t have a
year ago,” Giancola said.
/••After the milestone victory, MSC must
be prepared for another tough battle. “Defensively, they’re traditionally tough and
quick swarming,” Giancola said. “It’s a lot
similar to the style of play we play. It will
be another tough game. If we’re able to
control the line o f scrimmage, put some
points on the board and focus on execu
tion, weshould be alright.”
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